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Abstract
Background: Value co-creation emerged at the beginning of the 21st century as a new way of
understanding of value and its creation which occurs around individualized experiences of cocreation, leading to the creation of value that is exclusive to every person. In the essence of the
concept of value co-creation lays the service-dominant logic of marketing. The investigation of
value co-creation within brand communities has been emphasized in recent years. The practices
of brand community members play a significant role in the value co-creation. Since Airbnb has
never been looked as a brand community in the value co-creation literature, it remained unclear
how value can be co-created through the practices of Airbnb community members.
Purpose: How value is co-created between brand community members of Airbnb (between
hosts and guests and guests themselves) through their practices in their experiences within the
corporeal world?
Method: In order to meet the purpose of this study, authors applied a qualitative method.
Further, a netnographic strategy has been employed which led us to collect online-posted
reviews of Airbnb guests from Airbnb website. Authors used purposive sampling by selecting
the only guests who had the previous experience of stay in Airbnb accommodations in cases of
on-site hospitality. 155 reviews of different guests from 31 accommodation profiles were
collected in three waves of data collection. Moreover, a grounded theory coding was employed
in order to analyze the data.
Conclusion: We identified 14 sub-categories of value-creating practices that emerged under
four major categories, namely: practice of sharing, practice of communicating, practice of
saving, and practice of authenticating. Further, in the process of elaboration of main elements
of practices (i.e. objects, doings, and meanings), we found general connections of these
elements within the practices of hosts and guests (i.e. Airbnb community members) that helped
us to understand how value is co-created in their experiences within the corporeal world.
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Introduction

The introduction depicts the background information about the topic of this thesis and reveals
why it deserves to be studied by identifying the research gap. Furthermore, the purpose of the
study and the research question are given. It also reveals the perspective of the thesis and its
delimitations. This chapter closes with the outline of the thesis.

1.1 Background
Over the last hundred years of the 20th century, the producer-centric value creation system was
the fundamental basis of the economic processes in the world we live in. However, with the
beginning of the 21st century, the market environment offered the consumers more options than
ever before, resulting in less satisfaction (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004a). The managers had
at their disposal more strategic options, which unfortunately led to the diminished value of their
products (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004a). This forced a change that needed to be made.
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) stated that in the rising new economy, competitiveness on
the market would occur around individualized experiences of co-creation, leading to the
creation of value that is exclusive to every person. The co-creation is usually defined as the
active, simultaneous collaboration process between customers and companies, which is initiated
by the company to create new value for both (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014).
In the essence of the concept of value co-creation lays the service-dominant logic of marketing,
where the roles of providers and users have shifted from producer and user to both being cocreators of value (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Moreover, the goods and services have not been
viewed as a special case of offering or product, but as a special case of service. The market
exchange of products within the S-D logic is considered as a substitutive for service offerings
and, the goods are viewed as the required means to perform a specific type of service (Lusch &
Vargo, 2006). This shift in the market is caused by the changing needs of the modern consumers
(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004a), according to which the customers gain hedonic value for
their involvement in the value formation (Grönroos, 2011), which they care for and relate it as
supplementary merit for their efforts (Laroche, Habibi, Richard & Sankaranarayanan, 2012)
and further is considered to be unique for each individual (Lusch & Vargo, 2006). Going forth,
co-creation is defined as a process, where resources are integrated involving different parties
connected in a service ecosystem (Frow, McColl-Kennedy & Payne, 2016). When narrowing
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down the concept of value co-creation in order to address the topic of this study, we can see
that it proliferated the brand community literature. Some examples are the works of (Luo, Zhang
& Liu, 2015; Pongsakornrungsilp & Schroeder, 2011; Schau, Muñiz & Arnould, 2009).
The investigation of value co-creation within brand communities has been emphasized in recent
years. As a notable study on this phenomenon, we can mention the work of Schau et al. (2009,
p. 30) who investigated “how brand community practices create value.” In their work, Schau et
al. (2009) urged the need to clearly identify value co-creation in brand communities,
emphasizing its importance. Regarding the notion of brand community, it was introduced in
2001 by Muniz and O’Guinn through the exploration of three brand communities, namely, Ford
Bronco, Macintosh, and Saab. According to Muniz and O’Guinn (2001, p. 412), the Brand
community is a “specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set
of social relations among admirers of a brand.” The specialization of brand communities refers
to the service or good that is centered in a brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Schau et al. (2009)
with having the perspective that value exists in the actions, could demonstrate the importance
of practices and their role within brand communities that lead to value creation. In other words,
they indicated the importance of consumption practices that create value in a brand community.
Among the co-creation literature, it has been stated that co-creation occurs mostly through the
means of consumption practices executed by consumers in different communities (Arnone,
Colot, Croquet, Geerts & Pozniak, 2010), that unite consumers around a specific area of interest
(Laroche et al., 2012).
Regarding the consumption practices, Magaudda (2011, p. 19) states that “consumption
activities are the result of individual performances imbricated and intertwined in a complex
socio-material context where meanings, objects and embodied activities are arranged in specific
configurations of practices.” One study which emphasized the importance of the consumption
practices in a community is Arsel and Bean (2013). In addition, they shed light on the
importance of consumption practices with investigating Apartment Therapy (AT) community
with the application of “circuit of practice” of Magaudda (2011). More specifically, they took
the three main elements of the “practice”, namely, objects, doings, and meanings, in order to
further develop the “circuit of practice” of Magaudda (2011). On the other hand, there are other
studies which examined practices within the process of value co-creation, but rather, by
applying the “theory of practice” introduced by Warde (2005).
Several studies identified the need for research for value co-creation in Airbnb (e.g. Camilleri
& Neuhofer, 2017; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017). For instance, in the work of Camilleri and
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Neuhofer (2017), by application of “theory of practice” of Warde (2005) (understanding,
procedure, and engagement), the authors tended to explore value co-creation with lens of S-D
Logic in Airbnb (in the context of Malta) through practices of hosts and guests, emphasizing on
the aspect that new values might be created or more specifically speaking co-created in the
interactions between hosts and guests in the context of Airbnb.
In the following lines, we will give a brief description of previous studies that touched upon our
topic, but they did not adequately address our topic. As we already mentioned, Schau et al.
(2009, p. 30) researched in order to examine the “process of collective value creation within
brand communities” by taking value-creating practices into account. Furthermore, by
examining nine brand communities that offered a variety of product categories, they could
identify 12 value-creating practices which are included in four “thematic aggregates”.
Moreover, they revealed the “physiology” of these practices that illustrate their interaction with
one another (Schau et al., 2009, p. 35). Regarding the investigation of the common “anatomy”
of the practices which are the constitutive elements of the practices, Schau et al. (2009) used
understandings, procedures, engagements which are the same main elements of “practices” that
have been introduced by Warde (2005). According to Schau et al. (2009), this research, in most
cases took the whole activity of both online and corporeal world into consideration for their
analysis. Following their analysis, they considered value-creating practices that emerge through
the relationship between the brands and their brand community members as well as through the
relationship among brand community members themselves.
When looking at the Camilleri and Neuhofer (2017) work, we can see that they wanted to find
out how value is co-created as well as co-destroyed through practices. They looked at the
phenomena under the concept of sharing economy through the lens of S-D Logic. Moreover, it
is worthwhile to mention that they considered the social practices of guests and hosts fostered
in Airbnb in order to explore the co-creation as well as co-destruction in Airbnb. Regarding
their findings, they identified six practices, namely: (1) “welcoming”, (2) “expressing feelings”,
(3) “evaluating location and accommodation”, (4) “helping and interacting”, (5)
“recommending”, and (6) “thanking” (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017, p. 2327).
An additional example is the work of Johnson and Neuhofer (2017), in their study we can see
that the authors embedded S-D logic, value co-creation and the social practices in their
theoretical framework in order to explore how value is co-created between hosts and guests and
the wider local community in the sharing economy of Airbnb. In their findings section, they
identified: the operant and operand resources needed for value to emerge, the value co-creating
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practices among hosts and guests, and the subsequent value outcomes (Johnson & Neuhofer,
2017). This research did not apply the practice theory. Consequently, they could not have a
deep understanding of the main elements of the “practices” as well as the linkages between
them.

1.2 Problem Discussion
When speaking about brand communities, we can see that Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) stated in
his study that communities of this sort might be created surrounding any brand. However, it is
more probable that they form around brands with a powerful image, long history, and fearsome
competition. Although considerable research has been devoted to Airbnb, so far it has never
been viewed as a brand community but addressed in studies in the sharing economy literature
as a peer-to-peer accommodation sharing platform in the context of tourism and hospitality (e.g.
Guttentag, 2013; Heo 2016a). Furthermore, there are many studies that were conducted for
Airbnb considering the political and legal issues surrounding the brand (e.g. Interian, 2016;
Sinclair, 2016) and only a few that focus on the value co-creation between hosts and guests (e.g.
Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017). It is worthwhile to mention that
social practices of value co-creation between hosts and guests in Airbnb have already been
investigated by Camilleri and Neuhofer (2017), and Johnson and Neuhofer (2017), although not
with considering the Airbnb as a brand community. When we seek value-creating practices in
the brand community, Schau et al. (2009) work can be found as a respected study in academic
circles who had a focus on consumption practices. Indeed, the consumption practices of nine
brand communities with a variety of product categories have been already detailed by Schau et
al. (2009), while they did not include any brand in the hospitality services.
Additionally, in the work of Schau et al. (2009, p. 30), which was about “how brand community
practices create value”, they looked at the phenomenon in both digital and corporeal world
whereas they did not concentrate only on corporeal world. Moreover, they considered the value
that can be co-created between brands and their brand community members as well as between
the members of the brand communities, while they did not focus on the value that is co-created
only between brand community members within corporeal world.
Despite the fact that previous literature has addressed the value co-creation in Airbnb between
hosts and guests through their social practices (without considering Airbnb as a brand
community) and value co-creation through consumption practices in brand communities
(without considering a brand which is concentrated on hospitality services in their analysis and
focusing only on brand communities value-creating practices within corporeal world), it
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remains unclear how value is co-created between brand community members (host and guest)
in their experiences through their consumption practices in Airbnb – which is concentrated on
hospitality services – as a brand community within the corporeal world.
Consequently, we believe that the value co-creation between brand community members in
their experiences within the corporeal world of the Airbnb brand community needs to be
examined through their consumption practices. As Airbnb has never been viewed as a brand
community in the value co-creation literature, we believe this study can add valuable insight
into the understanding of value co-creation process in brand communities which are in
hospitality services that offer services regarding accommodation in relatively the same way as
Airbnb.

1.3 Description of Airbnb
Airbnb started its operations in 2008 and established an online medium giving the opportunity
of individuals to share properties such as flats and rooms with one another (Heo, 2016a). Airbnb
is considered to be the most successful alternative provider of hospitality services (Heo, 2016a).
Airbnb sees its services as giving a personalized home appeal, instead of traditional
accommodation offering such as hotels (Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Negamine, 2017).
Consequently, Airbnb is not considered to be a common platform for sharing accommodation
services, but it is a medium that fosters value co-creation within its guests’ experiences (Johnson
& Neuhofer, 2017).
Currently, there are two types of hosting available through Airbnb (Ikkala & Lampinen, 2015).
The first of which can be defined as remote hosting, that is in case the host is not present in the
accommodation. The interaction in those cases between hosts and guests is performed by
messaging through the Airbnb platform, SMSs, emails, and phone calls. The second is the socalled on-site hospitality, where the hosts are physically sharing their property with their guests
(Priporas, Stylos, Rahimi & Vedanthachari, 2017). The authors of this paper are focusing on
the latter as the value of co-creation within the guests’ experiences is more likely to arise when
the host is present. Moreover, Airbnb is facilitating the sense of belonging of people among
strangers (Edbring, Lehner & Mont, 2016). More specifically, it allows value co-creation within
their experiences while performing activities together (Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Week,
2012).
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1.4 Purpose
In order to understand the value co-creation process in Airbnb as a brand community we
followed our thesis purpose which is to explore how value is co-created between brand
community members of Airbnb (between hosts and guests, and between guests themselves)
through their practices within the corporeal world. Indeed, in order to investigate value cocreation through brand community practices, we will merge the concepts in value co-creation
with a lens of S-D logic into the practice triangle (i.e. three elements of objects, doings, and
meanings). Thus, the “theory of practice” is our key theory that has been foregrounded in our
study while the S-D logic and brand community are in the background. More specifically, we
intend to dissect the consumption practices of the brand community members, to see how the
practices function from inside, particularly, through their constitutive elements, namely,
objects, doings, and meanings to create value, as we look at the phenomena through value cocreation with the lens of S-D logic.
We are trying to work on value co-creation process through the practices of members of Airbnb
brand community, because we want to find out how value is co-created among community
members within the corporeal world, in order to help my reader to understand how brand
community members, particularly guests, can be satisfied in Airbnb brand community. Thereby,
we can understand how hosts can create and offer favorable value propositions to their guests.
Hence, we would be able to draw a better picture of the practices through which value is cocreated, leading to a better understanding of the values and meanings of brand community
members of Airbnb. Additionally, when we drew that picture, we can familiarize newcomers in
the brand community of Airbnb by giving them an idea of how to behave and what to expect
from the services that are offered to them.
Further, though reaching our aim, we believe companies that operate in the hospitality services
can utilize the finding of our study, in order to understand how to provide the best conditions
for their customers to co-create value between themselves. Finally, by accomplishing this
study’s purpose and taking Airbnb as a brand community, we want to enrich and add additional
knowledge to the value co-creation and brand community literature.
In brief, we found 14 sub-categories of practices under four themes of categories, namely,
practice of sharing, practice of communicating, practice of saving, and practice of
authenticating, that illustrates the value co-creation practices in experiences of brand
community members of Airbnb within the corporeal world. These practices were abstracted
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from guests’ online-posted reviews that were presented on the Airbnb website. By abstracting
these practices, we could see that they were linked and dependent on each other, which means
that each of them cannot exist and co-create value individually in the Airbnb brand community
within the corporeal world. However, by binding them together, they represent the value cocreation in the Airbnb brand community within the corporeal world.

1.5 Research Question
How value is co-created between brand community members of Airbnb (between hosts and
guests and guests themselves) through their practices in their experiences within the corporeal
world?

1.6 Perspective
In this section, we will briefly introduce you to the perspective of this study.
Since we are looking at the value co-creation between community members through their
practices in Airbnb brand community, we have adopted a customer-to-customer perspective to
look at the phenomena, as both actors included in the value creation (i.e. host and guest) are
customers of the brand. Moreover, our data is collected from guests’ online-posted reviews on
the Airbnb website.

1.7 Delimitations
In this section, we felt it is worthwhile to mention the delimitations of our study.
First, as our focus is on the value co-creation between brand community members through their
practices within their experiences in the corporeal world, we did not consider the value cocreation in the digital world.
Second, among the revealed elements within the value co-creation literature (i.e. operand and
operant resources, practices, and outcomes), we focused only on how value is co-created
through practices. Thus, we omitted to reveal the resources and how value can be co-created
through them, and further, we did not reveal the subsequent value outcomes.

1.8 Outline of the Thesis
Here we will give you a brief outline of how we will proceed in the following chapters of this
thesis. This paper has been made of six main chapters. Each chapter illustrates different stages
that have been taken by authors. The first chapter, which has already been presented, started
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with a background from existing literature around our topic, which includes the main concepts
of our study. Afterward, we provided a problem discussion that aims at identifying and
indicating as well as clarifying the research gap from the discussed literature. It is followed by
a brief description of Airbnb. Furthermore, we presented the research purpose or objective,
which was followed by the research question of this thesis. This chapter will be closed by the
presentation of the perspective and delimitations of this study.
In the second chapter, we will present our theoretical framework in which we will discuss the
main concepts that the framework was built upon. Starting with the brand community, going
along through the related to our study literature of value co-creation, followed by S-D logic and
finishing this chapter with the theory of practice.
The third chapter is constituted by the presentation of the methodology of our study. In this
section, we will introduce you to our philosophical approach, as well as the reasoning of the
study, that we have selected to be abduction. Furthermore, in this chapter, we will present to
you the method of our study, which we have chosen to be qualitative. Next, in this chapter, we
will present our research strategy (i.e. netnography). This part will be followed by our sampling
technique, which is purposive sampling. Then, we continue with data collection, where we
demonstrated how we collected the archival netnographic data (i.e. online-posted reviews from
Airbnb website). Finally, in the last section, we will talk about how we analyzed our data by
applying open coding and axial coding from grounded theory coding and the interpretation of
the practices.
In the fourth chapter of our thesis, we will present to you our analysis and findings. Here, we
will depict the practices through which value is co-created in the Airbnb brand community
within the corporeal world, by presenting 14 sub-categories of value-creating practices under
four themes of categories. Moreover, an elaboration of the main elements of practices (i.e.
objects, doings, meanings) with the lens of S-D logic will be developed. Finally, we will close
this chapter with intrathematic and interthematic interactions between the categories and the
sub-categories.
The fifth chapter demonstrates the discussion section including a more abstracted elaboration
and interpretation of our findings. What is more, the limitations of this study and implications
for future study will be discussed.
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Finally, in the sixth chapter, we will indicate our conclusion, including the answer to our
research question. Moreover, we will illustrate our managerial as well as theoretical
implications.
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2

Theoretical Framework

This chapter is constituted by the concepts we merged in order to fulfill the purpose of this
thesis, namely: brand community, value co-creation, S-D Logic and Theory of practice.

Our theoretical framework consists of four main concepts, namely: brand community, value cocreation, and practice theory, which have been looked through the lens of S-D logic. In figure
1, we depicted how the concepts are merged in order to shape our theoretical framework. The
first circle in the figure represents the brand community of Airbnb. It is followed by a second
circle, where value co-creation happens inside the brand community between brand community
members in their experiences within the corporeal world. In the middle, we illustrated the
constitutive elements of the consumption practices of brand community members, which are
fostered through the brand community members’ experiences within the corporeal world. The
main elements of the practices have been incorporated with the main elements of value cocreation. More specifically, objects belong to resources, while meanings belong to values.
Further elaboration on the concepts with a detailed explanation of the concepts and the
incorporation will be provided in the next sections.

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework
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2.1 Brand Community
The establishment of relationships in the long run with the customers has been stated to be a
competitive advantage for the provider and one of its strategic resources (Webster, 1992).
However, because individual relationships are not easily manageable, the so-called brand
communities appeared as a resolution of this aspiration (Laroche et al., 2012). To continue with,
those communities often serve to the brand as they are actually performing important activities
for the brand’s sake. This may be expressed as the brand communities are assisting users,
providing an opportunity for information exchange and are preserving the brand’s history and
its culture (Laroche et al., 2012). Moreover, brand communities are framing a social framework
that fosters the relationships between providers and users, which on the other hand has a major
impact on the loyalty of the customer for the brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). In their work
Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) defined the brand community as a community of specialized
character, which is not geographically restrained, and it is formed upon the frame of the social
intercourses between the fans of the particular brand. Going forward, as we already mentioned,
the online brand communities are comprised of its user entities, and their interactions are based
on their common interests, which fosters the provision of resources by people such as emotional,
cognitive or tangible (Laroche et al., 2012). Furthermore, McAlexander, Schouten and Koenig
(2002) state that the most important asset that the users share in brand communities is the
formation and arbitration of meaning. One of the potentially discovered merits of brand
communities is that they are bringing the users in one place and throwing them into discussions,
which provides them with the opportunity to get more information about the brand from
different places (Szmigin & Reppel, 2001). Furthermore, the providers can also get different
merits from brand communities, which can stimulate the providers to enlarge those
communities and back them up. Nowadays, the companies understand the merits that brand
communities can provide to them, among which is the chance for fruitful communication with
the users of their brands and by that gaining a valuable information (Laroche et al., 2012).
Moreover, the brand communities are not only giving an extra channel for interactions but also
provide the companies with the opportunity to create long-term relationships with their
dedicated users (Anderson, 2005). Consequently, the users are the ones that may be the most
useful source for gaining information for the firms (Laroche et al., 2012). A prove of this
statement is the work of Hippel (2005), where he postulates that the consumers who are already
involved with the brand can be an abundant source that can inspire the companies with great
ideas for innovations, thus leading to a set of procedures that might formulate the end product
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or the modification of the product. An important thing to be noted is also the fact that the users
involved in the brand communities are gaining values, such as hedonic or social, which they
care for and relate it as supplementary merit for their efforts (Laroche et al., 2012). This is
exactly in line with the value co-creation practices the guests are part of in an Airbnb context.
Going back to the brand communities, we can easily distinguish two types of those in academic
literature. The first is the so-called offline brand communities, which are communities that had
a geographical restriction since the users need to be present physically (Laroche et al., 2012).
However, the first type of brand community is viewed to be the old grasp of brand communities,
as nowadays, the concept of a brand community is interlinked with some kind of media. Thus,
the second type, of brand community emerges. Within this type it is stated that the brands
surpass the geographical context because the media are surpassing the geographical context
(Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001) and it is the technology that blurs into oblivion the constraints of the
geographical context (Laroche et al., 2012). The positive role of the Internet and mobile devices
is the one that brought people more closely to each other than ever before transcending
geography and creating opportunities. Thereby, with the appearance of the Internet and the new
technologies online brand communities were established as a way for customers and providers
to take advantage of the aforementioned assets (Laroche et al., 2012). As opposed to the classic
media where the users are consuming in a passive manner, in the online brand communities, the
users are actively involved. Consequently, the content they are creating fashions the type of the
community and also defines the influences of the customers and actors among each other
(Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). Furthermore, because of the fact that the digital domains have the
function of storing old user content, the online brand communities can facilitate the introduction
of the communal amassment of expertise by individuals, which is an aspect that is hard to be
replicated somewhere else. Consequently, this serves as a great resource of knowledge, which
increases the value for everyone within the brand community (Laroche et al., 2012).
Brand communities echo the ways that brands are connected to customers and the ways that
customers of the brands are connected to other customers (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Indeed,
brand communities demonstrate “a form of human association situated within a consumption
context” around one good or service (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 426).
The brand communities can exist around any brand whereas it is most likely to “form around
brands with a strong image, a rich and lengthy history, and threatening competition” (Muniz &
O’Guinn, 2001, p. 415). It should be mentioned that brand communities usually embrace the
“aspects of the surrounding culture’s ideology” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 414).
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Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) illustrated the brand community through three traditional core
markers of community that were derived from sociology literature. Those three components or
markers are “consciousness of kind, rituals and traditions, and moral responsibility” (Muniz &
O’Guinn, 2001, p. 413).
Regarding the “consciousness of kind” which has been identified as the most important element
of a brand community, members have a strong feeling of connection toward the brand and a
stronger one toward the other members of the community (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Even
though they have not met each other before, but they have a feeling that they somehow know
each other to some extent (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). According to Muniz and O’Guinn (2001,
p. 418), they have a sort of “demarcation between users of their brand and users of other
brands”. They also pointed out some important qualities that make the community members of
a brand similar to each other and different from the members of other brand communities.
Muniz and O’Guinn (2001, p. 419) found “legitimacy” in brand communities as “a process
whereby members of the community differentiate between true members of the community and
those who are not, or who occupy a more marginal space”. Legitimacy was indicated by the
members through differentiating the users who really know the brand or the one who uses the
brand for “wrong reason” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). The members who use the brand for the
“wrong reason” are usually failed to “fully appreciate the culture, history, rituals, traditions, and
symbols of the community” while the true members believe that a “devotion to the brand must
be sincere and for the right reasons” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 419). Another social process
that causes the consciousness of kind to continue is “oppositional brand loyalty” (Muniz &
O’Guinn, 2001, p. 420). This opposition is regarded as when brand community members oppose
competing brands by showing an important aspect of the brand’s meaning (Muniz & O’Guinn,
2001). It is worthwhile to mention that brand communities are “fairly open communities, where
shared brand consciousness is primary” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 421).
“Rituals and traditions” in brand communities refer to a significant social process that brand
community members reproduce and transmit the “meanings of the community” inside and
beyond the boundaries of the community (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 421). Indeed, the
reproduction of the meaning by the community members is fostered by their constant interaction
with other members (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). It should be mentioned that these rituals and
traditions are usually concentrated on the “shared consumption experiences” with the brand
(Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 421). In addition, these rituals and traditions are of utmost
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importance for continuing the communities’ culture (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Moreover,
those are influential for perpetuating the “consciousness of kind” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001).
Regarding another marker of the brand community which is moral responsibility, Muniz and
O’Guinn (2001, p. 424) refer to that as “a sense of duty to the community as a whole, and to
individual members of the community. This sense of moral responsibility is what produces
collective action and contributes to group cohesion”. Also, moral responsibility encompasses
the help and/or assistance that brand community members have toward one another regarding
the consumption of the brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). The help is not only related to fixing
problems but also, relates to sharing information on brand usage and resources (Muniz &
O’Guinn, 2001).
Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) mentioned the consumption practice as one crucial factor that holds
the community members together. Therefore, we will further investigate the consumption
practices in the brand community of Airbnb in order to see how value is co-created in the
experiences of the community members within the corporeal world.
In the case of our study, it is Airbnb that serves the role of the provider, as it provides a medium
for alternative accommodation services provision and communication between community
members, which also fosters the interactions between its brand community members (i.e. hosts
and guests). However, it is worthwhile to mention that even though the hosts are customers of
Airbnb, they play the role of providers as well. As it became clear from our previous
explanations above, Airbnb gives its customers an online medium for interactions (i.e. the
platform). Consequently, their interactions are initiated online but continue in the physical
world. This division between the online and corporeal world in brand communities has also
been addressed by Schau et al. (2009). As Airbnb provides an online medium for its community
members, it is not geographically restrained in this sense. Surrounding the accommodation
provision are embedded the meanings or values of the brand community members. Airbnb often
addresses itself as a “community marketplace” as the market exchange takes place in the digital
world but extends beyond to the corporeal (Leface, n.d.). As our goal is to find out how value
is co-created between brand community members (hosts and guests and between guests
themselves) through their practices, we decided to focus on the corporeal world interactions in
Airbnb brand community in case of on-site hospitality (i.e. where the hosts are physically
present).
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2.1.1 Online Communities or Communities Online
Regarding the study of online communities, Kozinets (2010) has elaborated on the different
perspectives that an online community can be seen from. He called them “online communities”
and “communities online” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 63). Research on “online communities studies
some phenomenon directly relating to online communities and online culture itself, a particular
manifestation of them, or one of their elements” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 63).
Researches into “communities online” emphasis studying online communities that their social
interactions go well beyond the “Internet and online interaction”, although the online
interactions might be significant, contributing and influential in the community (Kozinets,
2010, p. 64). Regarding our study, the communication of the community members of Airbnb in
the Airbnb website relates to a broader “social phenomenon” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 64). Properly
speaking, the central importance of this study is not online communication or the values that
are co-created through online cultural and communal interactions in the online forum, but it is
the study of the online community of Airbnb in order to gain a better understanding of value
co-creating practices that goes well beyond the Internet and occurs in offline interactions in the
experiences of brand community members within the corporeal world. A further elaboration
regarding the online communities and communities online will be provided in the methodology
chapter.
2.1.2 Online Community Interaction
Based on the interaction of community members, different types of communities have been
identified that need to be mentioned here. Four different types of “online community
interaction” based on two factors, namely, “consumption or other activity orientation” and
“intensity of communal relationships” were identified by Kozinets (2010, p. 35) and are
indicated in figure 2. Since communication in the Airbnb community is around a particular
consumption and activity, which is mostly around accommodation/hospitality services, it must
be included in the types of communities with strong consumption activity orientation.
Therefore, “Geeking communities” and “building communities” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 36) are the
possible communities that the Airbnb community can be included in. Also, when the intensity
of the communal relationship is taken into consideration, it can be found that Airbnb community
members are engaged in a meaningful social relationship with other members of the community
as they usually meet each other outside of the online community and interact with each other in
a given accommodation. Thus, Airbnb community may not be Geeking communities as the
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Geeking communities do not engage most of the community members in a meaningful social
relationship, although they provide depth and “detailed information about a particular set of
activities” for their community members (Kozinets, 2010, p. 36). Building communities offer
“both a strong sense of community as well as detailed information and intelligence about a
central, unifying interest and activity” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 36). The mode of interaction in
community members in Building communities is “informational” and “relational” (Kozinets,
2010, p. 36). This type of community is usually followed by “insiders” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 36).
Accordingly, building communities are the likeliest type of communities that the Airbnb
community can be included because of the nature of the informational and relational mode of
interaction that exists between the community members as well as their strong consumption
activity orientation. To get this straight, the community members become involved in a
meaningful social relationship around a particular activity (i.e. accommodation rentals activity
in our case).

Figure 2. Types of Online Community Interaction
Source: Adapted from Kozinets (2010, p. 35)
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2.2 Value Co-Creation
The co-creation is centered on the creation of value with customers and empowers and
recognizes customers as active participants in the creation of value (Prahalad & Ramaswamy,
2004a). This concept changes their status in the market from passive to active, from uninformed
to informed and from separated to united (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004a). This new role of
the customers made companies to no longer act on their own in the processes of production and
market communication. Thus, the companies had no choice, but to involve customers, more or
less, in every step of the process, in order to create a unique value with them (Prahalad &
Ramaswamy, 2004a). The traditional model of exchange of goods and services is based on the
demand versus supply, where the value is defined upfront the market exchange (Galvagno &
Dalli, 2014). In contrast, from the co-creation point of view, customers and producers are no
longer separated but act together in the formation of new opportunities creating value.
Therefore, the creation of value drastically differs from the traditional economic exchange
model. The co-creation is usually defined as the active, simultaneous collaboration process
between customers and companies, which is initiated by the company to create new value for
both as the value can be symbolical and material (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). For instance, in the
context of the Airbnb brand community, the guests might attach their subjective meanings to
an object, as in this case, the value is symbolical. On the other hand, the materiality of value in
the case of our study can be expressed in the money transaction for renting accommodation. In
this case, the value is material for the host.
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) recognized the changing roles in the market stage, where
providers and users collaborate and interact outside the traditional system to co-create value.
Later in their work, they discussed and expressed diverse paths to which the co-creation can
provide benefits for customers and suppliers (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). Some of those
directions are the utilization of experiences and the improvement of consumption as well as the
encouragement of the innovation of products and services. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a,
2004b) argue that this transformed perception of the market will gain a competitive advantage
to a company, as the company will create value with the consumer and not creating value for
the service or the product before its placement on the market (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). Within
the value creation and apart from the value co-creation, there are other concepts, which prove
to be significant. Therefore, the authors of this thesis decided to briefly mention them, to better
define the concept of co-creation. One of those is the concept of co-production. Grönroos and
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Voima (2013) discussed the differences between co-creation and co-production and the
importance of their clear distinction from one another (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). Furthermore,
Chathoth, Altinay, Harrington, Okumus, and Chan (2013) opposed co-creation and coproduction in a hotel service context. In their work, they defined the two concepts of co-creation
and co-production as approaches of utmost importance, which can be utilized by the
organizations in order to meet the customer demands. Co-production lies in the producer-centric
view of customer activity within the process of service production. It is viewed from the
traditional perspective of the so-called ‘goods-dominant logic’. The co-production is defined as
the exchange of goods and services between providers and users, which is constructed on a
platform of concurrent production and consumption (Chathoth et al., 2013). Typical to the coproduction concept is the focus of the companies towards the value creation, where the
consumers are passive (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004a, 2004b). It is important to be mentioned
that the goods-dominant logic focuses on a philosophy, which is production-oriented where the
service has secondary importance.
On the other hand, the co-creation lies upon the service-dominant logic (S-D) and is viewed as
the basis of value creation in the service exchange (Lusch, Vargo & O’brien, 2007). The (S-D)
logic rests on the notion that the service is the main source of value creation, where the
consumers participate in every step of the value creation. Additionally, it is important to be
added that the co-creation is in the essence of the S-D logic (Maglio & Spohrer, 2008; Prahalad
& Ramaswamy, 2004a, 2004b), which we will discuss in more detail and in the context of this
thesis in the next section. Another concept around the value creation, which received less
attention in the literature, is the concept of co-destruction. Echeverri and Skålén (2011) argued
that only positive creation of value is impossible in practice and in their effort to recognize the
negative aspects they elaborated on the concept of co-destruction to pay attention to the
potential negative outcomes (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017). In their work, Akaka, Vargo and
Schau (2015) view that value is co-created through reciprocity between parties involved and
the positive assessment of the experiences in these situations determines the end value.
Moreover, having a bad experience might cause a negative creation of value, emphasizing that
the quality of the experience affects the end value creation. This supports the previously
discussed findings of Echeverri and Skålén (2011). Another thing of importance is that on some
occasions when breaking the expectations of the consumer in a positive manner through
interaction might result in the quality of the experiences in a positive way and in the act
formulate positive value creation (Akaka et al., 2015). This thesis neglects the aforementioned
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concepts of co-production and co-destruction and focuses on the value co-creation through the
lens of practice theory and the service-dominant logic.
Co-creation had been discussed by scholars such as Belk, Wallendorf and Sherry (1989), and
Holbrook and O’Shaughnessy (1988). In their works, they refer to consumption as being
symbolic and cultural action, performed by consumers, where the consumers are embedding
the goods and services with subjective meanings (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). By mentioning this,
it is clear that the consumers and the providers are the ones responsible for value creation of the
products and services on the market. Furthermore, Arnould and Thompson (2005), argue that
the cultural and symbolic meanings of the goods are the cause for their desirability (Galvagno
& Dalli, 2014).
Going forth, within the theoretical basics of value co-creation, the academic literature targeted
on revealing elements like the underlying practices, parties involved, operand and operant
resources and outcomes constituting the value co-creation process in the service domain
(Wieland, Koskela-Huotari & Vargo, 2015). In order to address them more specifically, we will
give you a brief introduction to those. Vargo and Lusch (2004, 2008) revealed operant resources
as the fundamental component of exchange. The operant resources are referred to as the skills,
knowledge, and competences hold by human beings. Michel, Brown and Gallan (2008)
advocate that they can be exchanged directly, and also with the means of education and training
or indirectly as if they are ingrained into objects. The operant resources are known as resources
that generate effects. In the late twentieth century, humanity began to understand their
importance. Vargo and Lusch (2004) describe them as frequently being not visible and
intangible and also, oftentimes they represent the core competences and organizational
capabilities. As operant resources create effects, they empower human beings to increase the
value of the operand resources and to produce supplementary operant resources.
On the other hand, the operand resources are referred to the tangible resources (Vargo & Lusch,
2004). In the case of our study in the context of the Airbnb brand community, those refer to
resources such as the accommodation, its facilities and amenities, and so forth. The outcomes
are referred to as the result or effect from the value co-creation process. The parties involved
are the actors who participate in the creation of value as they integrate their resources and cocreate value. In our study, the actors are the host, the guest, and the other brand community
members. Regarding the practices in our study, we refer to the value co-creation consumption
practices that take place in the context of the corporeal world of the Airbnb brand community.
Thus, apart from the resources needed for value to emerge and the value outcomes of the value
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co-creation, this thesis focuses on how value is co-created through practices within the
experiences in the context of the brand community of Airbnb.

2.3 Service-Dominant Logic (S-D)
Following the value co-creation, the value of a product or service cannot be merely offered by
the provider but manifest oneself through the joint effort between providers and consumers
(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000). The so-called “service-dominant logic” (S-D logic), was first
introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2004) and ever since it is viewed as the driving force in value
co-creation studies (Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Vargo & Lusch, 2016). Starting from the
beginning, the (S-D) logic does not consider the tangible resources as the main source of value,
but considers the applied knowledge and skills specialized in a certain area as the main source
of value and focus of economic exchange, which according to this logic is one of the substantial
pillars of economics that holds our society (Lusch & Vargo, 2006). The S-D logic suggests that
the value emerges in the process of the service (Grönroos, 2011), and it is expressed through
the application of operant resources such as skills, knowledge, and competences, and operand
resources also referred to as tangible resources for the good of the others and oneself as stated
by Vargo and Lusch (2004). On the other hand, and to emphasize these statements, the goodsdominant logic is centered on the goods, and the services are viewed as a special case of offering
or product, in contrast, the S-D logic examines the products as a special case of service. The
market exchange of products within the S-D logic is considered as a substitutive for service
offering (Lusch & Vargo, 2006) and the goods are viewed as the required means to perform a
certain type of service. To illustrate this, we can say that accommodation provided by a host in
Airbnb does not hold a value except when it is used by the guest for the satisfaction of a certain
need. Additionally, within the S-D logic’s grasps, the services are invariably exchanged with
other services (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). To continue with, the (S-D) logic reveals that for the
emergence of experiences and value the users must be actively involved in the co-creation
process with the provider (Chathoth, Ungson, Harrington & Chan, 2016; Johnson & Neuhofer,
2017; Oyner & Korelina, 2016). In accordance with this logic the aim of the providers is not to
yield as much value as possible for their offerings, but to aid the consumers as much as they are
capable of the creation of value of their own (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Instead of viewing the
value as pre-existent, the value can only be formed and defined by the consumer in the
consumption process and by use (Lusch & Vargo, 2006).
Consequently, the users are the ones who co-create with the providers, combine tangible and
intangible resources and gain value ‘in-use’ and ‘in-context’ (Akaka & Vargo, 2014; Johnson
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& Neuhofer, 2017). An important aspect that needs to be mentioned is that the value of a service
is not evaluated in the exchange, but for the reason that consumers have different meanings of
value, it is defined by the users in their process of experience with it. Regarding the brands
providing alternative hospitality services (e.g. Airbnb), these statements can be transferred as
this value can be provided through a ‘value proposition’, by the bestowal of operant resources
and operand elements, which on its turn need the action of intangible competences that are
performed on tangible resources in order to create value or to “make them valuable” (Johnson
& Neuhofer, 2017; Wieland et al., 2015). Therefore, the experiences and value co-creation can
emerge in surroundings where the guests and hosts can cooperate and can become integrators
(Saarijarvi, Kannan & Kuusela, 2013) of the existing tangible and intangible resources of their
own, acquiring experiences and a subsequent value (Agrawal & Rahman, 2015; Camilleri &
Neuhofer, 2017; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017, Vargo, Maglio & Akaka, 2008). For instance, in
the context of the corporeal world of Airbnb brand community, when hosts and guests share an
experience together both actors apply their operant resources (i.e. skills, knowledge,
competences) and embed it into an object (i.e. operand resource) in order to make use of it and
acquire their subjective meanings.
Going back to the services, we note the fact that the purpose of the service is to create value
(Grönroos, 2011). The value can be diverse in nature. It can be either practical, in the context
of Airbnb; this is when the guest only seeks shelter or hedonic when the guest is enjoying his
stay in an Airbnb setting (Grönroos, 2011). To express this in more general way, the value
creation is the process when the consumers are ‘better off’ in some manner (Grönroos, 2011).
In their work Vargo and Lusch (2016) divide the concept of the service-dominant logic (S-D)
in five distinct axioms, which encompass its main principles. According to the first axiom of
the service-dominant logic (S-D) the end goal of the activities is to deliver a service, which is
the application of intangible competences such as knowledge and skills on tangible resources
to the advantage of all (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The second axiom states that the products are
holding no value, as the value emerges when the consumer uses the product. In this sense, the
product acts for the sole purpose of a carrier of the service (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Additionally,
this is emphasized in the main difference between the S-D and G-D logic, in which the user is
referred as an active participant in the creation of value for the former and that the value is premade and provided to the user, who then consumes it for the latter. Within S-D logic, the firms
are unable to deliver value for their products but offer value propositions. The value is only
created when the consumer utilizes the offerings provided to him/her, which can be services or
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products that empower the consumer to facilitate service. Thus, the value is not something that
can be delivered, but it always needs a user to act upon it (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). The third
axiom is related to the notion that the process of value creation is performed in a web
constituting of different providers. In this sense, the users combine and apply different resources
gained from several actors in accordance with the users’ personal goals or meanings (Grönroos
& Voima, 2013). To illustrate this, in order to provide a specific service to their guests, the hosts
in the Airbnb brand community are dependent on different suppliers. The fourth axiom
advocates the statement that the value is always defined by the user. As every context of a
specific service is non-replicable and different and needs a one of a kind set of resources (Vargo
& Lusch, 2008). Therefore, the value cannot be predefined, and the value of a service is always
contingent on the context (Grönroos & Voima, 2013). For instance, the value for one guest in
Airbnb accommodation can be a result of the accommodation’s specific features and host’s
competences, as those particular features and competences may not be so appealing for another
guest. In the last axiom introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2016), it is stated that value co-creation
is synchronized through actor-produced institutions and institutional arrangements. The
institutions are related to the humanly composed norms, rules, values, or beliefs, which restrict
action and make life in social context predictable and understandable (Vargo & Lusch, 2016).
The institutional arrangements are the “sets of interrelated institutions (sometimes referred to
as ‘institutional logics’)—and the process and role of institutionalization are the keys to
understanding the structure and functioning of service ecosystems” (Vargo & Lusch, 2016, p.
11). Moreover, Vargo and Lusch (2016, p. 11) advocate that they are the key to comprehend
“human systems and social activity, such as value cocreation, in general”, and are enabling the
customers to perform activities without thinking (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). Additionally, it is
essential to be added that when referring to “institutions”, the institutions are not organizations.
North (1990) states (as it is cited in Vargo & Lusch, 2016) that, the institutions are the “rules of
the game”; “organizations are the players (the teams)” (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). In the case of
our study, we refer to the corporeal world of the Airbnb brand community as the service
ecosystem and the institutional arrangements as the set of institutional norms, values formed by
the community members regarding the community.
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2.4 Theory of Practice
Individuals are viewed as entities who are part of the society or participants whom practices cocreate value (Wieland et al., 2015). Therefore, we need to take a closer look at their practices
through the well-known “theory of practice”.
“Theory of practice” is our key theory that has been foregrounded in our study while the S-D
logic and brand community are in the background. In other words, we select practice theory
(and the triangular of practice) as the most important theory to ground the analysis. In order to
clearly elaborate the practice theory and its application in our study, we will start with a
definition of the “practice” which has been used in the sense of social practice (Warde, 2005).
Reckwitz (2002) declared (as cited in Warde, 2005) the definition of practices with a
representation of differences between “practice (praxis)” and “practice (praktik)” as follows:
Practice (Praxis) in the singular represents merely an emphatic term to describe the
whole of human action (in contrast to ‘theory’ and mere thinking). ‘Practices’ in the
sense of the theory of social practices, however, is something else. A ‘practice’ (Praktik)
is a routinised type of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to
one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use,
a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion
and motivational knowledge. (Warde, 2005, p. 133)
Furthermore, he added that “a practice is thus a routinized way in which bodies are moved,
objects are handled, subjects are treated, things are described, and the world is understood”
(Warde, 2005, p. 135). Warde (2005, p. 137) identified consumption not as a practice, but rather
as “a moment in almost every practice”. According to this assertion, consumption does not steer
practice, but rather, consumption is a result of the engagement of individuals in practice (Warde,
2005). In other words, “consumption follows from practice” and commands “what is essential
for the competent and meaningful engagement of social actors in a particular consumption
setting” (Schau, Muniz & Arnould, 2009, p. 31).
Regarding the consumption practices, Magaudda (2011, p. 19) states that “consumption
activities are the result of individual performances imbricated and intertwined in a complex
socio-material context where meanings, objects and embodied activities are arranged in specific
configurations of ‘practices’”. According to Magaudda (2011, p. 20), “Practice” is constituted
from interactions between three main dimensions, “intertwined with one another”. The triad has
been identified and termed by different scholars differently. For instance, Magaudda (2011)
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identified them as objects, doings, and meanings, while Warde (2005) identified them as
understandings, procedures, and engagements. Our theoretical framework orientation follows
the terminology of Magaudda (2011), which is objects, doings, and meanings.
According to Arsel and Bean (2013, p. 905) who followed the terminology of Magaudda (2011)
in order to investigate “taste regimes and market-mediated practice”, “objects” are situated in a
“network of materiality” that facilitate the formation of the practice. Moreover, they refer to
“doings” as “bodily activities or embodied competences” that an individual performs with
objects. Meanings are the values that an individual associate with the objects. As Arsel and
Bean (2013, p. 905) stated, objects exist in a “network of meanings”.
In order to make sense of and elaborate on the experiences of community members of Airbnb
in their consumption of services that emerged in the community, the theory of practice was
employed in this study. In other words, through usage of the elements of the theory of practice,
more precisely, objects, doings, and meanings, we will elaborate on the practices of guest and
host within their experiences in corporeal world in order to find out how value is co-created
through the practices. When we look at value co-creation through the lens of S-D logic, we can
see that value is not pre-made but arises through unique practices if and when operand and
operant resources are combined and involved in the market exchange (Wieland et al., 2015).
Indeed, in order to investigate value co-creation through brand community practices, we will
merge the concepts in value co-creation with a lens of S-D logic into the practice triangle (i.e.
three elements of objects, doings, and meanings). More specifically, we will incorporate the
resources (operand and operant) into the objects and value into the meanings. With doing so,
we stuck to the major framework of practice as our key theory, which is foregrounded and
incorporated with the concepts in S-D logic and brand community as background. In addition
to the elaboration of the practices in the above-mentioned way in order to obviously identify
the value co-creation through the practices, we will identify the value creation practices and
their role in the value co-creation process. Furthermore, we will categorize them based on the
distinction that exists in the core orientation of the categories of the value-creating practices in
the brand community of Airbnb in the experiences of the community members within the
corporeal world.
It is worthwhile to mention that although practices can be performed in identical ways by actors,
they are “internally differentiated on many dimensions” (Warde, 2005, p. 138). Also, Warde
(2005, p. 138) mentioned that these “differentiation within a practice is partly a matter of
commitment to it”. To get this straight, when we consider a host in the Airbnb community who
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has been in the community for a long time and enriched his knowledge and competences in
terms of hospitality will certainly perform the practice of providing a breakfast for his/her guest
differently compared to a host who just engaged in the community. Both are performing the
practice of providing breakfast, but depending on the learning, available resources, experience,
knowledge of making breakfast, etc., their practices are internally different in many dimensions
(Warde, 2005)
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3

Methodology

In this chapter we present the research philosophy, research approach, research design,
research method, research strategy as well as the data collection and analysis that we adopted
in this thesis.

3.1 Research Philosophy
Conducting a research with the purpose of developing a new knowledge requires a philosophy
that encompasses assumptions regarding the way that researcher views the world. Since the
selection of the appropriate strategy and method relies on these assumptions, choosing the most
suitable research philosophy for our research is of utmost importance. Indeed, with taking a
specific philosophical position, we would be able to identify what is essential or even useful in
our study (Saunders, Thornhill & Lewis, 2009, p. 108). Saunders et al. (2009, p. 109) state that
one particular research question “rarely falls neatly into only one philosophical domain”.
Therefore, of course, our research question is not an exception, and it can be viewed from
different philosophical positions. There are three different philosophy which cannot go
unnoticed when conducting research. These philosophies are named ontology, epistemology
and, axiology (Saunders et al., 2009). We need to understand and choose a philosophy to know
how to see the phenomenon regarding our research question.
Ontology is concerned “with nature of reality” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 110) while axiology is
concerned with studying “judgments about value” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). In this study,
an epistemology philosophy is applied in order to know what the acceptable knowledge in our
study is (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 112).
Saunders et al. (2009, p. 108) show four different philosophical stances that each of them
associated with a philosophy. These research philosophies are named positivism, realism,
interpretivism, and pragmatism. Interpretivism emphasis on the importance of understanding of
“differences between humans in our role as social actors” for a researcher (Saunders et al., 2009,
p. 116). It means an interpretivist research is conducted between peoples and not objects.
Properly speaking, interpretivism refers to approaches highlighting the “meaningful nature of
people’s participation in social and cultural life” (University of Derby, n.d.). Regarding this
study, the authors decided to apply an interpretivist approach flavored by subjectivism. This
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approach will be detailed below after a short explanation of the intellectual tradition of
interpretivism.
Indeed, interpretivism comes from two intellectual traditions, namely, “Phenomenology” and
“symbolic interactionism” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). Phenomenology is associated with
ways of making sense of the world around us (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). Furthermore,
symbolic interactionism refers to the continual process of interpreting the social world around
us and the interpretation of others’ actions in our interacting with them. In addition, in symbolic
interactionism, as a result of the interpretation, we adjust “our own meanings and actions”
(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116).
In everyday life, we usually interpret our and the social roles others following our own set of
meanings that give to the social roles (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). We as a researcher with
an interpretivist perspective (i.e. with a perspective that implies the consideration of what the
members of the Airbnb community think, and their significant meanings associated with their
own and others’ actions) analyze the meanings (i.e. values) that brand community members of
Airbnb exchange among themselves regarding the community members’ practice in order to
find how value is co-created. An empathetic stance should be adopted by a researcher with an
interpretivist perspective (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). In fact, the researcher should “enter to
the social world” of his or her research subjects and comprehend their world from their
viewpoint (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 116). Accordingly, the authors of this study engaged and
integrated into the Airbnb community in order to have a rich comprehension of the Airbnb
community from its members’ viewpoints.
In order to comprehend the meanings (i.e. values) that social actors (i.e. brand community
members of Airbnb) attach to social phenomena, we need to take subjectivism into
consideration. Subjectivism refers to the creation of social phenomena from social actors’
perceptions and their consequent actions (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111). In fact, social
phenomena are constantly revised by social actors through a continual process of social
interactions. “Understanding the reality or perhaps a reality working behind them” that has been
emphasized is associated with “constructionism” or “social constructionism” (Saunders et al.,
2009, p. 111). Constructionism is followed by the interpretivism philosophy (Saunders et al.,
2009, p. 111). It made us able to understand the practices of the brand community members as
well as the subjective meanings (i.e. values) which motivate their practices that should be
explored and interpreted. Indeed, “social constructionism views reality as being socially
constructed” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111). Therefore, with a constructivist perspective, we
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can understand the subjective reality of brand community members of Airbnb. Consequently,
we can meaningfully make sense of the community members’ practices that were contributing
to the value co-creation (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111).

3.2 Research Approach
In the academic literature, there are three major types of approaches or reasonings that are being
used: deduction, induction, and abduction (Douven, 2017).
The deductive approach also referred to as deductive reasoning is related to establishing a
hypothesis or several hypotheses relying on existing theory and further proceeding with forming
a research strategy in order to test this hypothesis or hypotheses (Dudovskiy, n.d.). According
to Dudovskiy (n.d.), if there is a causality, link or relationship that is found to be true by a
certain theory, it is most likely to be true in many instances. The deductive approach can be
utilized to indicate if this causal link or relationship can be generalized (Dudovskiy, n.d.).
Moreover, this approach can be reasoned through hypotheses, which can be abstracted from
previous theories. More specifically, deductive reasoning is referred to as the deduction of
precise conclusions or inferences from preliminary established premises or theories
(Dudovskiy, n.d.). However, on some occasions, even if the established theories or premises
are true for specific phenomena, they might not be true for another (Dudovskiy, n.d.). Since this
approach is mostly used in quantitative studies, and it is reliant on predefined premises and
theories by other studies, we found it not useful for our own study, which purpose is to create
premises around the phenomenon of value co-creation in Airbnb brand community in the
corporeal world.
Inductive reasoning is usually initiated with observations to a specific phenomenon, and the
theories are suggested at the end of the research as an outcome of the observations (Dudovskiy,
n.d.). The inductive reasoning requires the process of looking for a pattern that derives from
observation and further the establishment of explanations or theories regarding those patterns
through a chain of hypotheses (Dudovskiy, n.d.). At the beginning of the inductive studies,
theories or hypotheses are not applied, and the researcher is free to navigate the direction his/her
research might take after the research was initiated (Dudovskiy, n.d.). It is worthwhile to
mention that inductive reasoning is not ignoring previous hypotheses or theories when
formulating the research questions and purposes (Dudovskiy, n.d.). This approach’s goal is to
create meanings from the collected data, so it can further identify patterns or relationships in
order to generate theory (Dudovskiy, n.d.). Nonetheless, the inductive approach does not stop
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the researcher from utilizing an existing theory in order to explore the research question
(Dudovskiy, n.d.). The inductive approach is grounded on the process of learning from previous
experience. In other words, any similarities, patterns from previous experience are observed
with the goal of reaching to a conclusion or generating a theory. These patterns or resemblances
from previous experience are also referred as premises (Dudovskiy, n.d.).
In the literature abduction relates to explanatory reasoning in the formation of hypotheses or
premises. Further, it is frequently addressed as “Inference to the Best Explanation” (Douven,
2017). This means that the abductive reasoning unlike the inductive starts with incomplete sets
of data or observations to provide the best explanation for the information available about the
phenomenon. This means that if the researcher does not have a complete data to observe a
particular phenomenon, he/she had to provide the most reasonable explanation based on the
information he/she has. Consequently, a hypothesis or premises are formed based on the
likeliest explanation from the available data (Douven, 2017). In the case of our study, and since
we are using archival data from online-posted reviews extracted from the Airbnb website, we
cannot claim that we have gained the full glimpse of the picture related to the phenomenon (i.e.
value co-creation in Airbnb brand community). Therefore, we cannot use inductive reasoning
and we will utilize the abductive reasoning as the research approach of our study.

3.3 Research Design
According to Babin and Zikmund (2016, p. 53), there are three basic research designs that can
be applied in a research. They are exploratory, descriptive and causal research design.
In a descriptive design, a researcher is to describe characteristics of “objects, people, groups,
organizations, or environments” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 54) while a causal research makes
the researcher able to make “causal inferences” and identify “cause-and-effect relationships
show that one event actually makes another happen” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 57). None of
these two designs are suitable for this study, since we neither tend to describe the characteristics
of value co-creation in the Airbnb community nor identify the cause-and-effect relationship in
value co-creation. Instead, we tend to explore this phenomenon.
Therefore, an exploratory research design has been applied in this study in order to explore the
value co-creation through consumption practices in the brand community of Airbnb. As we
conducted this research based on research question, an exploratory design has been identified
the best suited design (Guest, MacQueen & Namey, 2012). The other reason behind the
selecting of exploratory research design is to “clarify ambiguous situation” and its nature of
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“discovery orientation” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 54). Here, we defined the ambiguous
situation as lack of understanding of value co-creation in brand community of Airbnb through
the practices of the community members in their experiences within corporeal world. Therefore,
we will be oriented to clarify this ambiguous situation with having a discovery orientation
toward that. It is worthwhile to mention that our research as “an exploratory research does not
provide a conclusive evidence” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 54). Therefore, we conduct this
research with a call or expectation of a certain need for more research in order to provide more
“conclusive evidence”.
Indeed, an exploratory design generates “qualitative data” and it has been stated that an
exploratory design fits very well with qualitative research as both providing a deeper
understanding of a phenomenon (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 113). In next section we will
explain the qualitative method in more detail.

3.4 Research Method
This study can be known as a qualitative research as regards to its provision of elaborate
interpretation of the phenomenon. A qualitative method emphasis on studying “things in their
natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the
meanings people bring to them” (Guest, et al., 2012, p. 4). As this study with an in-depth
interpretation tends to gain a deeper understanding of and discover new insight through the
value co-creating practices, the qualitative approach suits very well with our research objective
as its “focus is on discovering new insights and true inner meanings” and “a very detailed and
in-depth understanding of some phenomena” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 109). Authors are
aware of disadvantage of qualitative research which generalizability of results are not possible
and results are subjective - meaning that the research is researcher-dependent, and the result of
the same data can be different from other researcher’s point of view and interpretation.
However, Babin and Zikmund (2016, p. 112) asserted that while “drawing definitive
conclusions” is not possible in qualitative research, the valuable advantage of the qualitative
approach can be found when the research objective is to “draw out potential explanation”.
Moreover, it provides the ability to “explore much more ground due to the flexibility of the
procedures” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 112). This research objective is aligned with Babin
and Zikmund assertation.
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Therefore, a qualitative approach as well as an exploratory design was applied in this research
to deeply understand the value co-creation through practices of the brand community members
of Airbnb in their experiences within corporeal world.

3.5 Research Strategy
With a specific focus on on-site hospitality and consequently cultural and social interactions of
the community members, we had two choices of strategies to investigate this phenomenon:
ethnography and netnography strategies. Ethnography which is a popular approach in social
sciences over a century is defined as
an anthropological approach to the research of culture based upon participantobservational techniques; ethnography’s goals are a detailed and nuanced understanding
of a cultural phenomenon, and a representation that conveys the lived experience of
culture members as well as the meaning system and other social structures underpinning
the culture or community (Kozinets, 2010, p. 190).
This approach as an “inherently assimilative practice” allows researcher to study people’s
behavior from various cultures (Kozinets, 2010, p. 59). An ethnographer can achieve a deep,
“detailed and nuanced understanding” of a social phenomenon. Conducting an ethnographic
research is definitely a time-consuming and resource intensive task as well as intrusive as the
ethnographer must engage in “in-person participant observation” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 55). Also,
“full-length, classic, immersive, in-person ethnographies” are very difficult to conduct
(Kozinets, 2010, p. 55). Netnography is defined by Kozinets (2010, p. 191) as
a type of online, or Internet, ethnography; netnography provides guidelines for the
adaption of participant-observational procedures – planning for fieldwork, making a
cultural entrée, gathering cultural data, ensuring a high-quality ethnographic
interpretation, and ensuring strict adherence to ethical standards – to the contingencies
of online community and culture that manifest through computer-mediated
communications (Kozinets, 2010, p. 191).
While both ethnography and netnography are naturalistic techniques, netnography is “far less
time consuming and resource intensive” compared to ethnography and also potentially can be
conducted completely unobtrusively (Kozinets, 2010, p. 56). Although a netnographer can lurk
invisibly and has a complete access to the communal conversation in past, an ethnographer does
not have these options and abilities (Kozinets, 2010, p. 56).
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Netnography as a qualitative method was selected in this research. Due to time constraint of
authors, netnographic approach was the most appropriate choice and it allowed us to collect
data in a considerable shorter time. It is worthwhile to mention that while the data collection
was done in a shorter time in this research, some time was spent by authors to engage in and
become a part of the Airbnb community and understand the community member’s culture. In
addition, netnography was preferred to ethnography due to its unobtrusiveness and access of
the researcher to previous information such as communal conversation of the culture (i.e.
community) members of Airbnb in online platforms. Moreover, the importance of computermediated communications (CMC) in lives of the community members of Airbnb led us to
conduct a netnographic research. The importance of CMC is also emphasized by Kozinets
(2010).
Technological medium altered the nature of interaction in society that has been termed
“alteration” by Kozinets (2010, p. 68). This alteration cannot go unnoticed when conducting
research on a community and take into consideration the social interactions of the community
members. Also, as undoubtedly the Internet and online communication plays a significant role
in the interactions (i.e. host and guest) of community members of Airbnb, we cannot ignore the
consideration of online communication. For instance, in the first step, Airbnb online platform
is the only way that the users can find and contact each other in order to satisfy their needs for
accommodation. Then, after the guests’ needs were satisfied, they again communicate in the
online community of Airbnb under the accommodation’s profiles that were fostered through
Airbnb, but created by the community members. These communications are related to writing
reviews on each other’s online profile on Airbnb website which is mostly about their
experiences at the host’s accommodation.
3.5.1 Online Communities or Communities Online
Netnography encompasses research on “online communities” as well as research on
“communities online” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 63). In order to clarify our research identification, an
explanation on dichotomy between these two categories of netnographic research will be
provided. Research on “online communities studies some phenomenon directly relating to
online communities and online culture itself, a particular manifestation of them, or one of their
elements” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 63). In this type of netnographic research, the “center and core
constructs” of the research are “online communities, cyberculture(s), relationship that emerge
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through CMC, and various other online human social interactive elements” (Kozinets, 2010, p.
64).
On the other hand, we have research into “communities online”. These researches emphasis on
studying online communities that their social interactions go well beyond the “Internet and
online interaction”, although the online interactions might be significant, contributing and
influential in the community (Kozinets, 2010, p. 64). In this type of research, researchers take
a specific “social or communal phenomenon as their focal area of interest and then extend this,
arguing or assuming that, through the study of the online community, something significant can
be learned about the wider focal community or culture, and then generalized to the whole”
(Kozinets, 2010, p. 64). When it comes to our research, it can be seen that the communication
of Airbnb community members in Airbnb website relate to a wider “social phenomenon”
(Kozinets, 2010, p. 64). The focal area of interest in this study is neither “cybercultural pursuit”
(Kozinets, 2010, p. 64) nor the culture which is expressed online by Airbnb community
members. Properly speaking, the central importance of this study is not online communication
or the values that are co-created through online cultural and communal interactions in the online
forum, but it is the study of the online community of Airbnb (i.e. Airbnb website) in order to
gain a better understanding of value co-creating practices that goes well beyond the Internet and
occurs in offline interactions in the experiences of brand community members within the
corporeal world.

3.6 Sampling
According to Kozinets (2010, p. 49), netnographic approach is more aligned with studying
“naturally occurring interactions” of online groups rather than “artificial groups” that is made
by a researcher with regards to his or her research objectives. Also, in many cases, netnographic
data are collected from the “information publicly available in online forums” (Kozinets, 2010,
p. 56). When it comes to sampling technique, authors decided to collect data from individuals
who already had the experience of using Airbnb accommodation as well as experience of
communicating in Airbnb online community (i.e. Airbnb website). Regarding the fame of
Airbnb website and its popularity, we found the Airbnb website as a plentiful source of
significant data that can be theoretically relevant to our research which will be elaborated more
in our data collection section. Therefore, the best sampling technique that suits our netnographic
approach is purposive sampling that is also known as judgmental sampling (Goulding, 2005).
Purposive sampling is a nonprobability sampling that the participants in the sample are selected
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based on researcher judgment (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 349). Indeed, Guest, et al. (2012, p.
6) state that “exploratory studies generally are based on nonprobabilistic samples” and “most
often uses purposive sampling”. In this technique, the sample should be selected in a way that
can satisfy the research objective, regardless of its representativeness (Babin & Zikmund, 2016,
p. 349). Accordingly, participants of our sampling must carry out the same characteristic of
experiencing Airbnb accommodation in order to be able to satisfy the research objective, since
we tend to explore the value co-creation through the practices of brand community members in
their experiences. After explanation of the different types of participants that are likely to be
considered in our sampling, we will explain the types of data that are collected as the raw data
for this study. Thereafter, we will explicitly describe our data collection process.
It should be stated that all members of the online community do not participate actively (e.g.
posting and writing review in forums) in an online community. We need to refer to different
“types of online community participation” that was created by Kozinets (2010, p. 33) in order
to enlighten the Airbnb online community participants who have been taken into consideration
as the sample of this research.
Figure 3 indicates the different “types of online community participation”. In this figure,
Kozinets (2010, p. 33) defines “strength of communal ties” as the relation that a participant in
online communities can have with other community members. Also, he defines “centrality of
consumption activity” as the centrality of the identification and expertise with the core activity
of the community (Kozinets, 2010, p. 33). When we examine those factors on members who
are participating in the activities in online community of Airbnb, we can only see members who
have strong communal ties with other members of the community. For example, newbies have
a weak social tie with the online community that means they have a weak relation with other
Airbnb community members. In most cases, they do not put posts or write any reviews on the
Airbnb webpage. Also, newbies have a shallow interest in “consumption activity” (Kozinets,
2010, p. 33). Although devotees have a focal interest in consumption activity, they still have
quite superficial social ties. Accordingly, it seems very likely that in our sampling, newbies and
devotees would be excluded because of their weak communal ties that lead them to not write
reviews on hosts’ profile. When we look at diagonal dimension of the graph, 4 different groups
of participators can be found. The participation of lurker who are only the active observer in
online community with a potential to become newbie cannot be observed due to their superficial
activity and particularly weak communal ties (Kozinets, 2010, p. 34). Therefore, they definitely
cannot be included in our sampling. On the top-left diagonal dimension, interactors are
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noticeably engaged with the “consumption activity” and they usually come from other
communities to a new community while they still have superficial social ties (Kozinets, 2010,
p. 34). This group is also not very likely to be included in our sampling due their superficial
social ties to other members of the community.

Figure 3. Types of Online Community Participation
Source: Adapted from Kozinets (2010, p. 33)

On the other hand, Mingler is identified as “fraternizers of these communities, socializers who
maintain strong personal ties with many members of the community”, although they are
shallowly into “central consumption activity” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 34). Mingler as well as
particularly insiders who are interested in “core consumption activity” of the community (i.e.
accommodation services in our case) and have strong social ties with other members of the
community (Kozinets, 2010, p. 34) are very likely to be included in our sample due to their
strong social ties to the community that lead them to participate in more online interactions with
other members of the community. In fact, the building community is usually followed by
“insiders” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 36). In addition, the other two groups of participants which
certainly are included in our sample are Networker and Maker. Makers develop their “social
and consumption focused skills and connections to such a high level that they become central
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to the community, or even form new communities of their own” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 34). This
group was known as “builders of online communities and their related social spaces” (Kozinets,
2010, p. 34). In Airbnb community, makers are hosts who post their accommodations in a
community which has been made by themselves. In fact, we excluded hosts posts from our
sample, but since the hosts can be guests as well and are likely to write reviews on others’ posts,
makers are unquestionably included in our sample. In addition, networkers who are usually the
members of other related and unrelated communities in terms of content, get involved in a new
online community to “build social ties and interact with the members of that other community”
(Kozinets, 2010, p. 34).

3.7 Data Collection
Kozinets (2010, p. 98) detailed three different types of data, namely, “archival data”, “elicited
data” and “fieldnote data”, that can be collected as netnographic data. “Elicited data” are usually
co-created by researcher and participant through involvement of researcher in communal and
personal interaction with participants (Kozinets, 2010, p. 98). In this type of data collection, the
interaction of researchers with culture members are identified through posting, commenting,
chatting, emailing and messaging interviews (Kozinets, 2010, p. 98). “Fieldnote data” are
referred to the fieldnotes that is made by researcher from his or her participation in the
community and “sense of membership” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 98). Also, researchers write those
fieldnotes based on their own observations of the “community, its members, interactions and
meanings” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 98). “Archival data” as a type of netnographic data, are the least
time-consuming data collection technique in netnography. These data already exist in CMCs of
online communities (Kozinets, 2010, p. 98). These data are only created by the online
community members without any involvement of the netnographer in their creation (Kozinets,
2010, p. 98). The netnographer needs only to directly copy the data from the online community.
When it comes to archival data, netnographers need to deal with a very large amount of data.
These saved “communal interactions” that sometimes might belong to a long time ago enable
netnographers to have access to a convenient bank of “observational data” (Kozinets, 2010, p.
104). In spite of our interest in using fieldnote data, due to our time limitation we decided to
use archival data. This data can be collected in a shorter time. However, we are aware of the
disadvantage of archival data which does not provide a data set as rich as elicited data and
fieldnote data.
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According to instruction regarding collecting archival netnographic data, in first step, we were
expected to find “areas with significant data” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 105). Accordingly, we
examined different websites to find the areas with significant data. Then we started taking
general notes about what we observed with a classification based on the websites’ names.
Thereafter, we took a closer look at the data and notes to find out the site that is theoretically
interesting and relevant to the focal focus of our study. Regarding the fame of Airbnb website
and its popularity, we found the Airbnb website as a plentiful source of significant data for our
research. Based on the instruction, the Airbnb website was examined to find relevant areas of
interest. Although Airbnb has made one webpage, called Airbnb community, specifically for
communication of its users, those areas were not selected due to few participation and
interaction of users in those communities in comparison with other parts of the website. Also,
as the focus of our study is on the experiences of the guest in a host accommodation, plenty of
those communities and posts seem theoretically irrelevant to the focal focus of this study.
Indeed, one fruitful and completely relevant area was found in the Airbnb website. This area
was identified as accommodation profiles of hosts. Those profiles were carefully examined by
authors in order to find the theoretically relevant data which can be fruitful regarding the main
focus of this study. In the profiles, we found brand community members interactions that took
place under host’s posts, including plenty of guests’ reviews that indicates some conversational
cultural data in communal guest-host offline interactions. To make those reviews more
theoretically relevant to our focal focus of study, we only collected reviews from private rooms
and shared rooms. According to Airbnb (2019), hosts “stay in a shared space, like a common
room” in shared rooms whereas in private rooms you can “have your own room and share some
common spaces” with your host and/or other guests. We believe that in private and shared
rooms in comparison with entire place, a broader social interaction between the community
members (i.e. hosts and guests) can occur that can lead us to a deeper understanding and insight
toward the investigation of the value co-creation through their practices. Moreover, in order to
avoid any bias situation in our data collection, the accommodation’s profiles that the data were
collected from had different rates – meaning that we did not collect data only from high rate
accommodation’ profiles. Indeed, the guests’ online-posted reviews as well host’s posts that the
reviews were written under them were manually collected from the Airbnb website. It can also
be known as a manual netnographic data collection. The whole process of collecting the data
lasted about three days, from April 18, 2019 to April 21, 2019. Regarding amount of the data,
we selected 25 accommodation profiles that each of them possesses at least 20 reviews. In fact,
each of these accommodation profiles include one post that has been put by the accommodation
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provider (i.e. host) and plenty of reviews that has been written by guests under the post.
Moreover, five reviews from each of those 25 profiles as well as the hosts’ post were manually
copied then pasted and saved in a single large Microsoft Word file. In total, we had 125 different
reviews – representing 125 various reviewers – as well as 25 hosts’ posts that became 85 doublespaced pages with 12-point font. It should be mentioned that pages of our notes were excluded
from the 85 pages. All the 125 reviews and 25 posts were captured and saved as a computerreadable file. This way of capturing online data was known as the best way of saving data when
netnographer deals with “communal communications” that are mainly “textual” (i.e. forums,
bulletin boards) (Kozinets, 2010, p. 99). Therefore, this option was preferred compared to
capturing online data as visual image. After saving the data as a file in a word processing
program (i.e. Microsoft Word), we sorted them into 25 distinct preliminary categories based on
the 25 different hosts’ posts with the purpose of initial reading. After the initial reading which
lasted 5 days, we started to clean up our data by removing extraneous data. As regards to the
focus of our study, which is around the value co-creating practice in the experience of
community members in corporeal world, the hosts’ posts were characterized irrelevant.
Therefore, the hosts’ posts were eliminated in the data cleaning process which lasted 2 days.
Consequently, we take only gusts’ reviews (125) into consideration for analysis that became 78
double-spaced pages of Microsoft Word with 12-point. Those reviews were considerably
representative of the guests’ experience within corporeal world. Subsequently, those reviews
were selected as archival netnographic data of this study.
Furthermore, the archival data were transferred to a computerized software called Nvivo 12
which is specifically used for qualitative data analysis. Authors employed Nvivo 12 in order to
smooth the analysis process and minimize the human errors as much as possible. Therefore, the
reviews were transferred into the program, then organized through coding process and finally
analyzed.
According to Kozinets (2010, p. 116), data collection should be continued till “saturation” is
achieved. Therefore, after coding, noting, abstracting and comparing in the analysis we had the
checking and refinement process. In this process we came back to the Airbnb website for the
second wave of data collection. Indeed, we collected 15 more reviews from three different
accommodation’s profiles, with following the same pattern of the first wave. We could find six
new codes that we did not found in the previous reviews, although we found many codes in
common with the codes from the reviews collected in the first wave. Due to the new findings,
we again returned to the Airbnb website and collected another 15 reviews from three different
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accommodations. In the third wave, we could not find any new code. Therefore, it implies that
the saturation is achieved. Consequently, we finished our data collection process in three waves
of data collection with collecting 155 guest’s reviews from 31 accommodation profiles with
different rates retrieved from Airbnb website.
Concerning spam, as it was known important in netnography and cannot be considered as same
as culture members’ interactions, authors decided to “treat it like background noise” (Kozinets,
2010, p. 103). During data collection, while we were scanning reviews, we payed attention to
not copy and save them. Therefore, spam is excluded from the total amounts of data from the
first point of collecting archival data and are not consisted in the 155 reviews. Also, it has been
recommended that the data should be retrieved in the original font without any changes and
correction (Kozinets, 2010, p. 106). Indeed, Airbnb website reformats the all reviews into
similar fonts, therefore, as we collected reviews and saved them, no correction of spelling,
grammar or punctuation was made by authors. These measures were taken in order to avoid
reconfiguring the people as it has been asserted that many people believe that “these messages
are a deliberate presentation of self” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 106).

3.8 Data Analysis
In this section we will first familiarize you with the process of the data analysis we employed
in our study and we will further support our explanation with references of well-known scholars
of grounded theory and netnography analysis in qualitative studies. Thus, this section will show
how we proceeded with the analysis step by step.
Referring to (Kozinets, 2010, p. 118), data analysis in netnography is defined as “the detailed
examination of a whole by breaking it into its constituent parts and comparing them in different
ways. Generally speaking, data analysis encompasses the entire process of turning the collected
products of netnographic participation and observation” into “a finished research
representation”. In his book (Kozinets, 2010, p. 118) compares the netnographic data with “a
mineral raw material”, which needs to be “mined”. Thus, in the best-case scenario, with the
help of human capabilities and intelligence put into analysis and interpretation this raw data is
a subject of processing and further refinement. Consequently, its essence is extracted and then
reflected in “theoretical form”, which on its turn brings up a new understanding (Kozinets,
2010, p. 119).
In accordance to some of the well-known scholars in qualitative research, such as Matthew
Miles, Michael Huberman as stated by (Kozinets, 2010, p. 119), there are some predominantly
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standard analytic processes existent and applied in qualitative studies. The authors of this thesis
combined these procedures with “open coding” and “axial coding” from grounded theory
coding presented by Strauss and Corbin (1990) (as cited in Flick, 2009). These procedures will
be elaborated below gradually step by step.
Following the sequence of interpretation, as depicted by Strauss and Corbin (1990) (as cited in
Flick, 2009), several procedures can be discerned in working with textual data in grounded
theory analysis. Those procedures are named “open coding”, “axial coding” and “selective
coding” (Flick, 2009, p. 307). However, we have decided to utilize only “open coding” and
“axial coding” as proceeding with our analysis.
3.8.1 Open Coding
Step 1

The goal of the first step in open coding is to represent the data or the phenomenon through
concepts or codes. In order to make this work, the collected data is first unraveled or
“segmented”. The elements of meaning inside the text determine expressions as they can be
sole words or series of words so concepts or codes can be attached to them (Flick, 2009, p. 307).
Even though, this step is performed by coding single words or series of words, it is used mostly
for tremendously unclear pieces of data. Moreover, open coding can be performed in different
degrees of detail (Flick, 2009, p. 307). This step of the process helps to develop a better and
more in-depth understanding of the textual data. Occasionally, a great amount of codes emerges
from open coding (Flick, 2009, p. 307).
In this step we did not unraveled the text to single words as the online-posted reviews in the
Airbnb website were clear enough and we had already developed a certain degree of
understanding towards the phenomena. Therefore, we attached codes to sentences or phrases in
relation to the meaning we sought after related to our research question. It is worthwhile to
mention that for the coding process we used a software for processing qualitative data Nvivo12.
In the first wave of data collection we came up with 207 codes from 125 reviews from Airbnb
website. The coding process lasted 15 days. We coded the data based on the practices of the
community members. Moreover, we have coded value-creating practices of hosts and guests
separately. Therefore, we were able to identify the contribution of both actors hosts and guests
through their practices in the value co-creation. However, at the end we came up with the shared
practices. Since, the focus of our study is not about how value is co-created positively or
negatively, but rather, it is about how value is co-created in general, we took into consideration
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both positive and negative reflections of the brand community members in our analysis.
Accordingly, within the data we identified some codes referring to the negative value cocreation, as our intention was to look at those from value co-creation perspective or in other
words by showing the negative aspect of value co-creation to emphasize on how value can be
co-created. In the process of coding, we attached annotations to the codes (i.e. “memoing”),
describing our own reflection about the codes, that will help us further in the process to find
similarities and differences within the codes. These notes sometimes included words or phrases
or sentences that shows our reflection according to our theoretical framework. These codes that
emerged were somehow related to a bigger phenomenon around value co-creation.
Step 2

The next step of “open coding” is the categorization of the codes that emerged from the data,
that are predominantly related to the research question (Flick, 2009, p. 309). These categories
that came to light from categorization of the codes are again connected with codes, that are
more abstract in comparison with those utilized in the first step. As stated by Flick (2009, p.
309) “Codes now should represent the content of a category in a striking way and above all
should offer an aid to remembering the reference of the category.” Additionally, in grounded
theory coding, there are two probable ways of labeling the codes. First, some taken or borrowed
from literature in social science (Flick, 2009, p. 309) or it may be taken from the expressions of
the interviewees as in our case from the online-posted reviews of brand community members.
The second type of labeling is also referred as (“in vivo codes”) (Flick, 2009, p. 309). Usually,
among the types of labeling the latter is more favored as it is claimed that in this way your codes
would be closer to the area of research of your material (Flick, 2009, p. 309). Here it is
worthwhile to mention that we based our labeling of the codes to the second type. Going forth
with the second step, each category properties had to be identified and if it is needed
dimensionalized (Flick, 2009, p. 309). In order to give you a better picture of what those
properties and dimensions are, we will refer to the explanation of Flick (2009, p. 309) as he
gives an example of the concept of “color”. In his example he attaches properties such as “hue”,
“intensity”, “shade” to the “color”, as in this case the dimensions provided in his example can
be understood as the color can have different degrees of shade from light to dark and so on
(Flick, 2009, p. 309). Basically, those are the dimensions attached to the properties of color.
In this step, we took the annotations under each of the codes identified in our data in order to
help us to understand the similar phrases and shared sequences between them. Furthermore, we
found the relationships and distinct differences between the codes. Based on their shared
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characteristics, we came up with 14 sub-categories. Further, we identified the properties of those
sub-categories in order to build more abstracted categories. Consequently, at the end we ended
up with four major categories, namely: (1) practice of sharing, (2) practice of communicating,
(3) practice of saving, and (4) practice of authenticating. This step of “open coding” lasted
approximately one week.
3.8.2 Axial Coding
Here, we fall to the next step of grounded theory coding, where after variety of applicable
categories and sub-categories have been made in result from open coding, they have to be
distinguished and refined. As stated by Flick (2009, p. 311), Strauss and Corbin propose the
performance of more formal coding, so, the linkages between the different categories and
subcategories can be identified. In this type of coding, the connections between the categories
are created (Flick, 2009, p. 311).
This can be done, as the concepts or codes that constitute each of the categories can serve as
“(1) a phenomenon for this category and/or (2) the context or conditions for other categories,
or, for a third group of categories, (3) a consequence” (Flick, 2009, p. 311).
With application of axial coding in this study, we found the linkages between the sub-categories
and categories. The linkages were found according to the “coding paradigm model” suggested
by Strauss and Corbin (Flick, 2009, p. 311). For example, practice of sharing is a condition for
the practice of communicating and also the practice of communicating can be a consequence
for the practice of sharing. This linkages between the categories and sub-categories will be
elaborated in the next chapter as intrathematic and interthematic interactions of the categories
and sub-categories.
Moreover, in “axial coding” some questions can be addressed to the text in order to facilitate
the establishment of relations between the categories (Flick, 2009, p. 311). Consequently, the
already created relations are subjected to further verification against the textual information and
the data. Here the researcher’s duty is often described as moving back and forth from inductive
to deductive thinking and back again in order to verify the established connections. In the
following quotation of Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 114) (as cited in Flick, 2009, p. 311) the
“axial coding” is explained as
the process of relating subcategories to a category. It is a complex process of inductive
and deductive thinking involving several steps. These are accomplished, as with open
coding, by making comparisons and asking questions. However, in axial coding the use
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of these procedures is more focused, and geared toward discovering and relating
categories (Flick, 2009, p. 311).
Further in axial coding the formed categories that are the most appropriate in terms of the
research question are picked for further elaboration (Flick, 2009, p. 311). These categories are
then related to nodes. Numerous, different parts of the textual data are taken as a supporting
evidence in the development of axial category based on the questions, as we mentioned.
Consequently, the relations between those categories are identified and established (Flick, 2009,
p. 311).
Accordingly, after identification of the linkages, we put them under questions against the raw
data and the codes in order to verify their validity. During the process we relied on our data and
the logical sequential connections between the categories in order to see how they are linked to
each other. This process was performed based on an inductive and deductive thinking that
allowed us to find and solve some ambiguity in the linkages between them and could make us
sure about the consistency of the identified relations. For instance, the actors’ individual
strategies, we encountered numerous times among the data helped us to establish the initial
stage of the connection (i.e. the cause). More specifically, in some cases, a cause for the practice
of communicating can be the practice of authenticating, as hosts in Airbnb brand community
identified that authenticity is something valuable for their guests. Consequently, the hosts
perform or provide conditions for practices of authenticating often through the practice of
communicating.
3.8.3 Interpretation
After the identification of the categories and sub-categories and their linkages, we moved to the
interpretation of them. In the following lines we will explain the way that interpretation was
conducted.
Based on the “theory of practice”, we interpreted the practices included in the categories and
sub-categories based on their main constitutive elements, namely, objects, doings, and
meanings. We did so in order to see how value can be co-created between brand community
members through the main elements of each practice. During this process, we took both
contribution of actors involved in the value creation in each practice (i.e. host and guest or guest
and another guest) into consideration. More specifically, we interpreted how value can be co-
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created through the practices of both sides, as we dissected the practices into their constitutive
elements (i.e. objects, doings and meanings) while looking at it from the lens of S-D logic.
It is worthwhile to mention that during the interpretation process we merged the concepts in
value co-creation with a lens of S-D logic into the practice triangle (i.e. three elements of
objects, doings, and meanings). More specifically, we incorporated the resources (operand and
operant) into the objects and value into the meanings. Indeed, for the interpretation of the data
we stuck to the major framework of practice as our key theory which is foregrounded and
incorporated with the concepts in S-D logic and brand community as background.

3.9 Ethics in Research Design
Ethics in this netnographic research is considered from the very beginning, as it can be
noticeably significant to make our cultural entrée, form research question, choose ethically
appropriate types of data and select ethical data collection and data analysis techniques.
Nowadays, conducting ethical netnographic research is the most controversial and uncertain
topic among netnographers (Kozinets, 2010, p. 136). Indeed, the unobtrusive nature of
netnography makes it attractive for researcher while it can be contentious as well (Kozinets,
2010, p. 143). According to the definition of “human subjects research” by Code of Federal
Regulations, studies that use “existing documents and records that are publicly available” are
qualified for a “human subjects exemption” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 141). Therefore, collecting and
analyzing the archival data of cultural communications that a researcher has an easy and legal
access to them are not considered as “human subjects research” under a condition that
communicators’ identity is not documented by the researcher (Kozinets, 2010, p. 142). There
are four different levels of disguise that were declared by Bruckman. These disguises are
identified from the level of “no disguise” to “heavy disguise” (Kozinets, 2010, p. 154). Kozinets
(2010, p. 154) stated those as four different degrees of clocking, namely, “uncloaked, minimum
cloaked, medium cloaked, and maximum cloaked”. Those degrees are based on the risk of
potential harm that research participant might receive. Due to minimal possibility of the harm
to participant, low sensitivity of our topic and considerable significance of the Airbnb
community for theoretical development of our research, we have opted and followed the
‘minimum cloaked’ degree. In a “minimum cloaked” situation, authors provide the online
community’s actual name while change online pseudonyms and names of community members
in order to conceal their identifications (Kozinets, 2010, p. 154). In this case, regarding the
importance of netnographic data, authors use “direct and verbatim quotes” of community
members in order to create better understanding and convey the meaning exactly as it is
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(Kozinets, 2010, p. 154). Thus, in this research, in order to minimize the risk of harm to
participants, complete anonymity would be promised by us and all the names that are shown as
cited community members are pseudonyms that are made by authors. Indeed, regarding the
possible harm, although there is possibility of tracking participant from their direct quotes by a
potential reader, the benefit of anticipated result of our study would overweight the harm.
Following ethical issues, we notified the Airbnb Inc. through their website about the conduction
of our research and collection of data. In the email, the amount of the data that we collected as
well as a guarantee of anonymity of the participants in our research were included. It should be
mentioned that authors have not received any response from Airbnb by now (July 26, 2019).
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4

Analysis and Findings

This chapter represents our findings and deals with their interpretation of them. We provided
interpretations under each of the categories of value co-creating practices that emerged from
the process of abstraction, namely: (1) practice of sharing, (2) practice of communicating, (3)
practice of saving and (4) practice of authenticating. Further, intrathematic and interthematic
interactions are established between the categories and sub-categories to show how they work
together.

The authors found four categories among the data, namely: (1) Practice of sharing, (2) practice
of communicating, (3) practice of saving, and (4) practice of authenticating. These categories
of practices were comprised of representative subcategories (see figure 4). In the process of
abstraction, the authors identified similarities, shared sequences and relationships among the
codes that led to the emergence of the categories and subcategories. Each category is comprised
of group of data forming subcategories that are around a phenomenon (i.e. sharing,
communicating, saving and authenticating) discovered in the data (see appendix A).

Figure 4. Categories and Sub-Categories of Value-Creating Practices

First, we will give a definition of practice of sharing followed by an elaboration of its
subcategories through practice theory with the perspective of S-D logic in the brand community
of Airbnb within the corporeal world. The other categories will be represented with an order of
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practice of communicating, practice of saving and practice of authenticating in the same way
as the practice of sharing was described.

4.1 Practice of Sharing
As we already mentioned, one of the categories of value-creating practices that emerged in our
findings is the practice of sharing. It includes the practices that brand community members tend
to share their tangible and intangible resources with other brand community members in order
to co-create value through their practices within their experiences. The identified practices that
constitute this category include (1) sharing accommodation, (2) sharing knowledge, (3) sharing
experience, (4) sharing food and drink, and (5) sharing property (see appendices A and B)
4.1.1 Sharing Accommodation
First, through sharing accommodation practices the hosts within the Airbnb brand community
share their main asset (i.e. the accommodation) that is the main resource and starting point of
value proposition that fosters the value co-creation between host and guest. Within the guest
online-posted reviews, we found some features of the accommodation that are of the utmost
importance for the guests. Around these features of the accommodation a bulk of practices occur
where value is co-created between brand community members. These features are as follows:
location, design, facilities of the accommodation as well as its amenities.
Regarding the location aspect of the accommodation, guests usually take into consideration
features such as safety, view, natural features nearby the accommodation, accessibility to
accommodation and public transportation as well as lack of traffic where the accommodation
is situated.
In the following lines the authors took the most representative reviews concerning the practice
of sharing accommodation and the location as feature of it.
“Sonia's flat is in a great location near Hornstull Metro (1 block walk), and within a 3-minute
walk there were many great cafes, bars, restaurants, as well as the water and trails. You could
take the train anywhere, but it was just a ~10 minute walk to the heart of Sodermalm. It's on the
ground floor for easy access, and very quiet.” (David, October 2018)
In the first example we can see how important the accessibility of the accommodation to public
transit and facilities is for the guest. Here the host is providing an accommodation in a good
location, and guest makes use of that based on his own needs. This means that for another guest
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the same location might serve for the realization of different needs. The accommodation’s
location which is the object or resource in this practice does not carry value by itself, if there is
no user to act upon it. In other words, the guest makes it valuable. The meaning or the expected
value for the guest is the easy access or convenience to public facilities such as “cafes”,
“restaurants” and “bars”. In this case this meaning is covered or reached by the host and
reflected in the guest review. Thus, the host’s contribution is the provision of accommodation
in a convenient location; the guest contribution is his appreciation and the utilization of it.
Consequently, a value has been co-created between the host and guest.
In this practice as we already mentioned above, the object is the accommodation’s location, the
guest’s meaning is the easy access to both public facilities and transportation and his doings are
walking, taking the train and visiting those facilities and reaching to those means of
transportation. On the other hand, the host’s meaning is most likely the facilitation of
convenience to the guest. His doings are picking or choosing and buying as well as offering an
accommodation with a good location in terms of accessibility and the object again stays the
same. In this practice the connection between objects, doings and meanings from guest’s
perspective, first starts with his meaning. The thing that connects the guest meaning is the
evaluation of the appropriateness of the object to serve its purpose in satisfying his meaning.
This evaluation emerges throughout the guest’s doings or in other words, through the process
of experience with it. The final step is an additional evaluation or going back to the meaning,
where the guest evaluates if it is reached or not. Basically, if there is no alignment between the
meaning and the appropriateness of the object to make it possible the process of the practice is
incomplete, and value cannot be co-created.
Regarding the facilities and amenities of the accommodation, the most important aspects for
guests were characterized as safety, quietness, cleanness, comfort and coziness. The authors
found that sometimes different standards in terms of culture can be influential in the
determination of value by the beneficiary (i.e. guest). In the online-posted review presented
below we found that although all the necessary amenities and facilities were present in the
accommodation, it turned out that cultural differences can make a major difference as the guest
was expecting standards close to his culture. In other words, his meanings or institutional
arrangements were defined according to the culture of his country and affected the value cocreation.
“Keep in mind is by European standards, it may feel different if you have American
expectations… Also, the main bath has no real shower. Only a tube with hand shower. This
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may come very strange and inconvenient for american guests, difficult to use the shower.”
(Johnson, October 2018)
Concerning the design, we found that authenticity plays an important role for the guest, as it
includes features such as cultural and historical design, self-made furniture and the personal
touch of the host. In the practice of authenticating, this matter will be further elaborated.
4.1.2 Sharing Knowledge
In the next subcategory which is sharing knowledge practices, there is an exchange of
knowledge between host and guest through their communication. This subcategory is
comprised of useful information usually for guests in different circumstances in the form of tips
and directions. Finally, information which the authors identified as authentic is communicated
to the guest in the forms of fascinating stories about local culture and history. In several
occasion we found that these stories contain information about the private life of the host as
well. This subcategory will be further elaborated under the practice of authenticating category.
4.1.3 Sharing Experience
The sharing experience subcategory refers to the shared activities of the guests with hosts and
other brand community members. We have seen that it is an often occurrence in Airbnb, for the
hosts to be further involved in the experiences of their guests and perform some mutual
activities such as boating and fishing in the lake, sharing a drink, farming or having compelling
conversations. Moreover, in some instances where the hosts are giving a rental space for more
than one guest, the guests enjoy sharing experiences with other guests.
“They took me out on the raft on the lake which was breathtaking ... We fished on the lake too.”
(Jane, August 2017)
In the example we can see the shared experience of boating and fishing. As it appears from the
review, we can see that the guest is more than satisfied by her experience, emotionally bonding
it with the expression “breathtaking”. Taking a closer look at this practice, we can identify the
fishing rod, the raft and the knowledge and competences of the host and other brand community
members for fishing and navigating a raft as objects of this practice. The meaning that the host
and other brand community members want to convey is the provision of great experience for
their guest and the guest’s meaning is his aspiration for overall satisfaction from her experience.
The doings of the host and other community members are “taking out” the guest and all the
minor activities that has to do with navigating a raft and fishing, like rowing in boating and
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launching the baits in fishing. The guest’s doings are going on the raft and fishing on the lake.
Here, we can’t see the objects as main carriers of value but as means to perform the service of
sharing fishing and boating experience. The objects themselves does not originate from a single
source but are supplied by different providers even though they are currently in the possession
of the host. The host’s competences to perform the activities, which again are resources
(operant) or objects of the practice are gained by the host in the course of time and acquired
from other people. By saying this, we wanted to emphasize on the aspect that the value cocreation is possible in a network of different providers. The host as part of the brand community
is a customer of the brand, but at the same time acts as a service provider. Being a service
provider, host cannot deliver the value through the best of his offering embedded in the object,
but to facilitate the guest as much as he can to create (i.e. determine) a value of his own, as he
is making use of the objects.
In this practice, we can again observe a similar connection in the practice triangle, as in our
previous example of sharing accommodation with a good location. The meaning or the value
of the guest for getting a good experience is reached, as she was able to perform the shared
practice with her doings with the assistance of the host’s doings through the application of the
objects. In other words, the objects facilitate the proper performance of doings in order to reach
the meaning, and lastly both actors go for a final evaluation of their meaning. In this review we
can see from the enjoyment of the guest that his meaning or value has been reached and through
that, the meaning of the host to reach his guest’s meaning as well. As the value proposition was
in favor of the guest, the value has been co-created.
4.1.4 Sharing Food and Drink
Within this sub-category we included all the food and beverages that hosts usually share in the
Airbnb accommodations and it proves to be appreciated by their guests. More specifically:
breakfast/authentic breakfast, healthy food, wine, coffee and tea, and in some cases, local
authentic drinks.
“She prepared coffee for us every morning and we could have what we wanted for breakfast.”
(Tirion, May 2018).; “I very much appreciated the toast with butter, jam, peanut butter and
nutella––as well as milk and tea––he made available for breakfast.” (Kuai-Gon, July 2018).;
“He prepared everything for comfortable relaxing staying - breakfast, coffee, etc.” (Anakin,
November 2016)
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We took these examples as the most representative ones for this category, as in most cases these
features appeared mostly in online-posted reviews by guests. As we saw many examples of the
sort, where the hosts provide breakfast and coffee for their guests, we can say that the provision
of these additional services has become part of the institutional arrangements of the customers
of the Airbnb brand community. In other words, it has become part of their values or meanings
regarding the community. By incorporating these values inside their value propositions, the
hosts have a better chance to co-create value with the guest. The guests or the customers of the
brand community of Airbnb are a great source of information that can inspire other customers
also referred as service providers (hosts) in the case of Airbnb to modify their offerings in order
to reach their guests meanings or values. As we can see in these examples, the objects are above
all the different foods for breakfast, coffee, tea and the host’s competences to prepare them. The
doings from the host’s side are the preparation of the breakfast and drinks and all the activities
that might be included in it, like cutting, toasting, boiling water and so forth. The guest’s doings
are the consumption of these foods and drinks provided by the host. In this practice when
interacting with the object, the guest performs his doings and refers to his personal institutional
arrangements, personal taste or values to define whether the sharing of food and drinks and their
quality as well as the way that it is provided is something that he can appreciate or not. From
the review we can see that the guest appreciates the offering, this makes the practice a valuecreating practice as what is valuable for one person might not be for another. By seeing the
reflection of the guest’s final evaluation in the reviews, we can see that his meaning was
reached, otherwise he would not write a comment for that. The meaning for the guest is
mentioned in one of the reviews as “comfortable relaxing staying”, suggesting that through the
practice of sharing food and drinks, he gets that. On the other hand, the host’s meanings are to
provide the comfortable and relaxing stay that the guest seeks and to be a hospitable host in
general. Additionally, the host meaning is to be in line with the institutional arrangements of
the community.
As it can be seen, sharing food and drink has become part of the rituals and traditions of the
brand community of Airbnb that also can be attached to the brand as its meaning. It can be
understood that these rituals and traditions are centered on the shared consumption experiences
of the community members through the usage of the brand. It should be mentioned that the
meaning of the brand that has been reproduced by the community members can be enhanced
by their constant interaction. Indeed, the sharing practices has become the culture of the
community and it can perpetuate the consciousness of kind.
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4.1.5 Sharing Property
As last subcategory of this section we identified the sharing property. Here the authors saw the
often-repeating practice of hosts to share their property or possessions as an additional effort to
provide comfort and aid to their guests. In the process they tend to share bicycles, maps or
books.
“she has a bookshelf of books in Swedish just in case you want to practice your language skills.”
(Elena, March 2019).; “He gave us a map and printed information about places to visit in
Malmo.” (Patricia, August 2017)
In this review, we can see the practice of sharing of personal property of the hosts with their
guests. This in normal circumstances might be considered as something extraordinary as
personal belongings are something private, people do not usually share with strangers. By
normal circumstances we meant, the occurrence of this practice outside of the brand
community. However, what is typical to the brand communities in the case of Airbnb is that
they are forming a social framework that strengthens the relations between the members of the
brand community in Airbnb. As we found in numerous occasions, sharing of personal
belongings is something that happens frequently in the brand community of Airbnb. Therefore,
it can be related to the consciousness of kind marker of the brand community of Airbnb as
members have a feeling of strong connection toward each other, while they feel that they
somehow know each other. However, they have not knew each other before. Consequently, this
feeling makes the host to share his personal belongings with the guest and thus facilitate the
value co-creation.
In the dissection of this practices of sharing personal property we can identify the “bookshelf
of books” and “maps and printed information about places to visit” as objects or resources of
the practice. What is interesting here is that we can see that the meaning for the guest about the
provision of books from the host is to practice her “language skills”. We can agree that books
can have at least one more application or meaning for the users overall. However, users often
embed the goods with subjective meanings and often exactly those meanings are the reason for
the desirability of the goods. This brings us back to the perception that the objects are the
carriers of services as the services can vary according to the different meanings the users might
embed the objects with. In the other example we can see that the meaning for the guest
regarding the provision of maps and instructions is that he can easily navigate through the city.
Here the meanings for both practices from the host’s perspective is to be accommodating and
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helpful in the process. The doings from host’s perspective are the provision of books, maps,
instructions and the guest’s doings are related to the utilization of those. In the first example
when the guest makes use of the bookshelf of books, the connection in the practice triangle
happens in the process of evaluation of the object by the guest, that happens through doings
which on its turn help the guest to determine her value. As the books are in Swedish language
the guest defines her meaning as “practice” of “language skills”. Her doings are related to all
the activities required for her to interact with the object, like taking the book, reading through
its pages and so forth. In general, in the process of evaluating the object, the guest is actualizing
her meaning or value through doings. Even though, her initial meaning of just reading a novel
or other might not be reached, she managed to embed another meaning to it (practicing language
skills) and she created a value of her own.

4.2 Practice of Communicating
The practice of communicating is comprised of those practices that brand community members
absolutely have a communication with each other, through their physical interaction. According
to the data (i.e. guest’s online-posted reviews), the value-creating practices under this category
were not performed without communication. Therefore, all included practices in this category
are surrounded to the core phenomenon, which is communication. Since the importance of this
phenomenon was repeatedly observed in the data, authors decided to represent it as a category.
It is worthwhile to mention that since authors only focus on the experiences of brand community
members within corporeal world, only the communication between brand community members
within corporeal world was considered in the analysis. This practice was broken down into two
sub-categories, namely: (1) communicating with host, and (2) communicating with other brand
community members. The reason behind the division of these two types of brand community
members come from (1) the variation in their nature in terms of the characteristics of their
practices, and (2) representing the differences and similarities that can exist with and without
contribution of host as an important actor in the co-creation of value in guest’s experiences (see
Appendices A and C).
4.2.1 Communicating with Host
Practice of communicating with host is performed through (1) welcoming, (2) helping, (3)
conversation, and (4) sharing experience.
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4.2.1.1 Welcoming

Regarding the welcoming that makes guests “feel like home”, the most important aspects that
were declared by the guests, were identified as greeting and caring as well as respecting their
privacy. In many reviews, we observed that the guests’ expectations were broken in a positive
manner. It is worthwhile to mention that breaking expectations in a positive manner through
interaction can result in a positive value formation by the beneficiary (i.e. guest). The following
review from Anna can be considered as a proof of this assertation.
“AWESOME ! … When we arrived he asked what do we want to eat or if we are allergic to
something and in the morning when we woke up, breakfast was ready… it was an amazing
experience, exceeding my expectations…” (Anna, February 2018).
Here, Anna explains how value is co-created between host and herself. First, we will explain
the guest’s contribution in the co-creation of value. According to Anna, she illustrated how
valuable it was for her that she was asked for what kind of food (object), with considering her
allergy to food, she wanted to have (doing). Her meaning can be identified as the quality of the
care that she was provided with, which exceeded her expectation. When we look at host’s
contribution in the co-creation of value, we found that he is providing (doing) food
(object/operand resource) with applying his knowledge (object/operant resource) on the food
which is about how to make food with considering allergic problems in order to reach his
meaning which is caring for his guest and making an amazing experience for her. When we take
a closer look at this review from S-D logic, we can see that the food with a combination of the
host’s competences carry the service of welcoming, in order to make an excellent experience
for the beneficiary (i.e. guest), through the care and satisfaction of the need for food.
In the greeting aspect of welcoming, in some cases, guests took the advantage of additional
services such as getting a free ride by host as well as host’s flexibility at check-in time.
Moreover, the co-creation of value from authentic greeting was found in guest’s reviews, when
the guests enjoyed being greeted by host’s in pajama. We will further elaborate on authentic
greeting in the authentic welcoming sub-category under the practice of authenticating category.
Regarding the privacy, indeed, it does not necessarily mean that value is co-created from lack
of guests’ interaction and communication with host, while it refers to the understanding (i.e.
objects/operant resource) of host regarding the extent to which the provision of privacy is
acceptable (doings) that can maximize the convenience of guest (meanings) while they can
enjoy their communication as well. Tin demonstrates this issue here:
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Lin “and her family are really perfect hosts. They can make you feel welcome and at the same
time they let you [have] the space you need to feel relaxed and enjoy your stay… She is very
friendly but leaves it up to you to decide if and when you want to socialize. She had the perfect
blend of giving us space and sparking interesting conversations with us” (Tin, November 2018).
On the other hand, the guest or the beneficiary is someone who determines the value. Here, Tin
indicated his positive reflection on the understanding of the host (object/operant resource)
presenting how he reached to his meanings, which is the enjoyment of his privacy while he
could enjoy having conversation at the right time with the host, during his stay (doings).
4.2.1.2 Helping

Regarding the hosts’ helping that happened through their communication with guests, hosts
contributed in the co-creation of value with helping their guests through different services.
Guests were often helped by hosts who tend to (1) share their knowledge such as tips,
information about the city, directions and guidance, as well as rules/instructions of the
accommodation with guests. Moreover, hosts helped the guests out through (2) lending them
their property such as maps and bikes in order to facilitate their exploration of the city. The next
review from William demonstrates how helpful the hosts were through sharing their knowledge
and properties with them during their stay.
Oskar and Martina “were super helpful, they let me know everything I needed regarding how
to get there and were there if I had any further questions as well! ... I was also able to use her
bike which was a great way to move around Umea… Before I left he gave me a lot of tips
regarding where should I go and what should I visit and that I could take my time to prepare in
order not to hurry to leave and be relaxed.” (William, June 2017)
Through this review, the emphasize of the benefit that the service through practice of helping
can convey to the guest can be observed. The value of the provision (doings) of the bike
(objects) by host that could maximize the convenience of the experience (meanings) of the guest
in terms of exploring the city was determined by the guest (beneficiary) who enjoyed the service
of facilitating of hanging out in the city that was embedded in the bike (object) while exploring
(doings) the city in a greater way (meanings). Furthermore, when it comes to the sharing
knowledge of the host, the guest benefited from shared knowledge as he was provided (doings)
with all the information (objects/operant resources) that they needed in order to enrich their
knowledge (meanings) about the sightseeing locations and directions to get there. After gaining
the knowledge, they could enjoy taking their “time”, and to “be relaxed” “in order not to hurry”
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as this might be referred as another meaning of the guest. On the other hand, the hosts as service
providers and ones who propose value have an active participation in the value co-creation.
Indeed, they helped their guests through the application of their knowledge (objects/operant
resources) to the doings (providing information) in order to facilitate the guests in navigating
through the city (service) and satisfy the guests and make a great stay for them (meanings). But
of course, they cannot deliver the value, since always the beneficiary (guest) is the one who
determine the value. But since the guest is approving the helpfulness of the host, it can be
understood that the value is positively determined by the guest and co-created by both actors.
As regards to the next identified service that occurs through practice of helping, host provided
(doings) a written form of rules/instructions (objects/operand resource) with an application of
her knowledge (objects/operant resources) on that through the practice of sharing knowledge.
The hosts usually share information with guests in order to actualize their meaning which is
minimizing the troubles related to the accommodation such as finding of some amenities and
necessities. For the guests, provision of rules/instructions (objects/operand resources) by the
hosts that hold their knowledge (object/operant resource) are explained as a value-creating
practice that facilitate (meanings) the finding of the amenities and necessities (doings) as well
as helping them through guidance regarding usage of the appliances in the place.
Furthermore, we can see that guests enjoyed from the additional services such as getting a free
ride as Johan mentioned:
Adam “came to the train station and drove me to his apartment”. (Johan, December 2016)
Even in many cases hosts washed their clothes and kept their luggage out of the rental period,
which can also be identified as an additional service.
“We'd been backpacking around Scandinavia so Anna [the host] even kindly washed our clothes
(it was for the good of greater society - trust me!)”
In the practice of helping, the moral responsibility that community members have toward each
other can be seen. Moral responsibility of brand community members has been related to the
assistance that the community members can have toward one another regarding the brandrelated resources. However, this helping can happen regarding the resources that go beyond the
brand-related resources. For example, since both host and guest are brand community members
of Airbnb, host provides the service of helping which is embedded in the brand community, but
it is related to some features or resources that are outside of the brand community, like
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sightseeing (resource outside of the brand). However, the brand is or can be dependent on these
resources as it became clear in the sharing accommodation with a good location section of our
paper. Overall, the moral responsibility can enhance the value proposition in order to facilitate
the value co-creation.
4.2.1.3 Conversation

Following the value-creating practice of communicating with host, having conversation can be
mentioned as one of the important aspects of this practice that can absolutely co-create value.
Through conversation, guests usually tend to hear about cultural and historical knowledge. Even
in some cases, guests showed a negative reflection to lack of conversation with host due to the
language barriers that made them unable to communicate with each other. Since the topics of
their conversations are mostly about the culture and history, the authors felt that the
demonstration of this practice will be more logical in sharing authentic knowledge sub-category
under the category of practice of authenticating. Therefore, it will be further elaborated under
this category.
4.2.1.4 Sharing Experience

As we follow the practices included in this sub-category, we can find the experiences that host,
and guest shared. These practices were the result of their interactions or generated from their
communication with each other. They shared experiences such as boating, fishing, drinking,
farming, walking, eating and exploring city with each other. Indeed, the logic behind the
existence of sharing experience practice in the category of practice of communicating is because
the all abovementioned experiences was initiated through the host and guest communication
with each other. Because the sharing experiences was already elaborated in the category of
practice of sharing, in order to avoid repetition, authors decided to only give a brief description
in this section as a testimony of the connections between categories.
4.2.1.5 Extending the Relationship Through Communicating

Interestingly, guests through their communication with hosts emotionally become closer to
them and create a new form of relationship which is well beyond the typical relationship
between brand community members. For instance, some guests showed that they have
intensified their relationship with the hosts. George indicates this issue in the following
explanation:
“This place is the best I've ever seen on this planet. I miss Tom and his friends as much as it is
possible. They became my brothers and sisters and this place actually became home for me)…
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I think they are not people who do airbnb for monney, they do it because they love to
communicate and share. It was like if I was visiting a friend in his house … It keeps you thinking
about coming back constantly. And I definitely will.” (George, August 2014)
As we can see, George is showing his interest to the host and his happiness about the
intensification of his relationship with him. Also, he is emphasizing on this matter while he is
mentioning the communication and sharing as a result of his judgment towards the host’s
personality as a reason for the host’s intention to rent out his accommodation (“they are not
people who do airbnb for monney, they do it because they love to communicate and share”).
Through their judgment, while co-creating value, they consider the institutional arrangements
while comparing the current experience with their previous experiences of brand usage. The
importance of the communication in creation of value can be obviously seen in this example.
When we look at this phenomenon from lens of S-D logic, we can see the beneficiary (guest),
who determined the value here, is considering his own expectations of Airbnb hosts in general
and the host’s personality traits (object/operant resource) through their interaction (doings) in
order to reach his meaning which is having a good stay. Contrarily, the host presents (doings)
his competences through his interaction regarding the friendliness (objects/operant resources)
in order to actualize his meaning which is being as welcoming as possible in order to make an
excellent stay for his guest. Authors found that through the framework that has been made by
the brand community of Airbnb to impact on brand community members’ loyalty towards the
brand, the brand community members can create a new form of relationship after judgment of
each other’s personality and create a new type of loyalty towards each other (“It keeps you
thinking about coming back constantly. And I definitely will”), although they can still stay loyal
to the brand community. In the case of brand community of Airbnb, the other type of the loyalty
can be still profitable for the brand if they still use Airbnb platform and it is mediated between
them. But it is worthwhile to mention that this relationship can go well beyond the typical
relationship between brand community members and reach to a point that Airbnb would not be
the intermediate between them anymore. Therefore, in this sense, they might not interact with
each other through the brand community of Airbnb anymore.
Further, we can see that the guest is expressing the differentiation between the true member of
the brand and the opportunistic community member. As it has been mentioned as legitimacy
marker of the brand community, the guest is showing that the host is using the brand for the
right reason “they do it because they love to communicate and share” and not for the wrong
reason “they are not people who do airbnb for money”. Also, the legitimacy can perpetuate the
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consciousness of kind in the brand community. More specifically, the connection that exists
between the Airbnb community members of this example was strengthen “It was like if I was
visiting a friend in his house” as the guest recognized the host as a true member of Airbnb
community who does not “do airbnb for money”. Therefore, we can reasonably state that the
legitimacy as well as consciousness of kind can facilitate the value co-creation in the brand
community of Airbnb.
4.2.2 Communicating with Other Members of the Brand Community (Guests)
When it comes to the next subcategory of practice of communicating, it relates to the
communicating with other brand community members that, in this case, all happens through
their physical interaction with each other within their simultaneous Airbnb experience at one
accommodation. There are some similarities and differences between this subcategory and the
previous one. Here, guests with other guests in a same accommodation co-create value through
practices such as having conversation, sharing experiences, helping. In some cases, they extend
their relationship and become friends as a result of their enjoyment from the services that were
provided to them. They share their experiences through activity such as drinking, boating,
farming as well as cooking. They tend to help each other in different ways such as giving tips
and showing the facilities in the accommodation to each other while greeting the other guests
during host’s absence.
Basically, value in the practices of sharing experiences, helping and conversation is co-created
between guests in the same way as through interaction of host and guest. Also, in the same way
through communication that was already declared, they intensify their relationship with other
guests and become closer to each other and become friends. The only difference here is that the
host is not the only provider of the service in the co-creation of value. Host only provides a
condition for other guests to communicate with each other through their physical interactions
with each other. This is the only participation of the host in the value co-creation in this case.
Although his participation in value co-creation can be considered important, but it is dependent
on other actors (i.e. the other guests) as well. Here, the host cannot be considered as the only
one who is proposing the value. To get this straight, he creates the condition as a prerequisite
for other guests to co-create value between themselves. Therefore, it can be understood that the
value is co-created through participation of several actors (more than two parties). It is
worthwhile to mention that the beneficiary who determines the value is always one actor while
several actors are involved in the offering of the “value proposition”. In this phenomenon, host
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plays the same role as the Airbnb plays in the co-creation of value between host and guest. To
be precise, Airbnb facilitates the condition for host and guest to co-create value between
themselves. The same happens while host create the condition for guests to facilitate the cocreation of value between themselves (i.e. guests). Therefore, while Airbnb facilitate conditions
for the community members (i.e. host and guest) to co-create value, and the host who among
the community members plays the role of provider do the same for other guests. Therefore, we
again get to the point that the value is co-created between guests through participation of many
providers (i.e. Airbnb, host and guest who is the service provider) and one beneficiary (i.e.
guest) with integration of many resources.
4.2.2.1 Community within Brand Community

Amazingly, in some cases we found that the brand community members integrate each other
into another community that is sparked through their communication and physical interaction.
As David shows, he was engaged in a community (“open kitchen community”) that was made
by the host. The community seems to be a community of farmers who work in a farm and then
have a “communal meal” together. The value here is co-created between the host and other
community members of the “open kitchen community” and other guests and beneficiary (i.e.
David). The beneficiary (i.e. guest) through working in the farm participates (doings) in the
open kitchen community that has been made by the knowledge of the host (objects/operant
resource) in order to actualize his meaning which is enjoying from being in the “communal
meal” and get food (meanings). The participation of the hosts in the value co-creation can be
elaborated as making the “open kitchen community” and inviting the guests (doings) to that
which includes their knowledge and creativity (objects/operant resources) in order to reach their
meaning which is to satisfy their guests through making a unique experience for their guests.
“It's a nice place. I loved the open kitchen community. Way they lived was so interesting there
is a lot to learn. When I arrived Johan and Isabella weren't there, although some of the volunteers
kindly showed me to my room. This is a truly unique place to stay … the community is
incredibly friendly and it's such a beautiful area of Sweden … While we were there you could
also pitch in money or work on the farm to participate in communal meals … Another thing to
mention are people. I've never met so many fabulous individualities in one place together.
Musicians, photographers, artists and simply amazing persons … I'm so glad that this was a
part of my trip and only wish I had more time here, it's super close to a beautiful lake, Forrest
and there are so many areas to relax and make friends…” (David, August 2017)
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Moreover, the hosts could propose a unique value to their guests through involving guests to
activities of another community that has been made by their own rules (“work on the farm to
participate in communal meals”) and through facilitating the interaction and communication of
guests with each other (“I've never met so many fabulous individualities in one place together.
Musicians, photographers, artists and simply amazing persons”) and with members of other
community (“open kitchen community”). Therefore, integration of other communities as an
appropriate fit into a brand community can lead to a unique value proposition that its value
would be determined by the guest (i.e. beneficiary) positively.
Additionally, as we can see brand community of Airbnb can be characterized as an open
community which embrace the other communities which are not considered as competitors of
the brand. Moreover, undisputedly the demarcation exists between the Airbnb community and
other communities, but an offering and/or integration of a brand community member by other
community members to another community with different function can perpetuate or enhance
the consciousness of kind “make friends”. It is worthwhile to mention that this integration can
facilitate the co-creation of value.
4.3

Practice of Saving

The third category that the authors elaborated is the practice of saving. The authors were
surprised to find that among the other categories this seems to be the least mentioned by guests.
However, one of the aspirations for some of the guests to pick Airbnb is because of its price.
Even though, this might not be the main reason for staying in Airbnb, it is among the reasons
for it, which the authors identified within the data. In other words, the guests do not need to
spend additional money when they can get the same service cheaper. According to Cambridge
Dictionary (saving, .n.d.) one of the meanings of ‘saving’ is the following:
“an amount of money that you do not need to spend”. On the other hand, the hosts are providing
their value propositions in affordable prices, making this possible. This makes sense, since in
some countries and more specifically some cities, the Airbnb accommodations are generally
cheaper than the traditional accommodation providers (McCarthy, 2018). Therefore, the authors
agreed the inclusion of this practice. Subsequently, the practices that came to light and
comprised this category were two, (1) saving from renting accommodation and (2) saving from
food expenses.
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4.3.1 Saving from Renting Accommodation
In the first sub-category, saving from renting accommodation, the most noticeable expressions
by guests were the ‘affordable price’, ‘very good for price range’ and ‘great value for money’,
emphasizing on the aspect that guests did not only enjoyed the good price, but also, they feel
that they are getting a great value for the money.
4.3.2 Saving from Food Expenses
In the second sub-category, saving from food expenses the authors identified one very
interesting example of an accommodation meant for more guests that includes an open kitchen
where the guests can either participate in the farm work or pay in order to participate in
communal meals. In this example we saw that the guests were thrilled by the good food in
affordable prices.
In the following lines, we will give examples from the online-posted reviews for both subcategories with a further elaboration.
“A good accommodation at a good price that has everything you need! ... Great value for
money.” (Maria, March, 2019)
“They also provided me with nice healthy food with an affordable price.” (Rebecca, August,
2017)
As it is visible from both examples, the “affordable price”, doesn’t seem to affect the quality of
the offering. On the contrary, the guest emphasizes on how good the quality was for this price,
as he describes the offering as “A good accommodation”, and further it has “everything you
need”. Within the second review the guest is appreciating the quality of the food as describing
it like “nice healthy food”. However, the importance of the price with this quality is not to be
underestimated. In many occasions the price can be the most influential factor for customers to
pick a certain service. The price is always an important feature of the value proposition. Looking
the practice of saving from the lens of S-D logic in our context, the brand community of Airbnb,
we can see that the parties involved cannot deliver the value, but can both participate in the
formation of the offering within the value proposition. Basically, this again has something to
do with the institutional arrangements referred to the brand community of Airbnb. It is a
common understanding that in many countries and more specifically some cities the price for
Airbnb is cheaper compared to traditional accommodation providers (McCarthy, 2018). This
means that there is a demand by the customers for cheaper accommodations and the hosts which
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act the role of providers need to compete with the traditional accommodation providers by
offering accommodations cheaply. Consequently, the price of the accommodation is adopted as
part of the institutional arrangements related to the Airbnb accommodations in some countries.
The guest’s meanings or values are to get a cheaper accommodation or offering (food) and the
host’s meaning is to provide a cheaper accommodation or offering (food) at a reasonable price.
Both parties are involved in the creation of value through the practice of saving as they are
synchronizing their meanings with the institutional arrangements common to the country or city
where they rent the Airbnb. When we look at the anatomy of the practice of saving considering
the examples, we can identify the accommodations and the healthy food as objects of this
practice. The doing from host perspective is probably to reduce his expenses in order to reach
his meaning which is to provide an offering at an “affordable price”. From the guest perspective
the object does not change, the guest’s doing is the process of searching and picking a cheaper
offering so that he can fulfill his meaning to rent an offering that has a “good price”.

4.4 Practice of Authenticating
The last category identified by the authors is practice of authenticating as it already came to
light in the previous sections. Within this category we summarized the accommodating
practices that carry a sense of authenticity. In numerous occasions the authors saw that the
authenticity takes an inseparable part of the experiences of the brand community members of
Airbnb. Therefore, the authors could not ignore this aspect and decided to include this category,
even though some of the practices that comprise it might seem identical to others, they were
authentic in some respect. Included in this category were five sub-categories. Starting with (1)
interacting with pets, (2) sharing authentic accommodation, (3) sharing authentic knowledge,
(4) sharing authentic food and drink and ending with (5) authentic welcoming.
4.4.1 Interacting with Pets
The first sub-category of this section that the authors identified is interacting with pets. From
the data, the authors discerned that the pets inside the house tend to bring a cozy feeling to the
guests. Several practices are surrounding this sub-category as guests often play, cuddle or just
enjoy the pets in the accommodation. Having pets inside the accommodation is not something
common among the traditional accommodation providers. Moreover, they have different
identities and creative names given by their owners. We advocate that having pets brings a
specific atmosphere one can only see in homely environment, which brings the sense of
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authenticity. In the following lines we picked some examples from the online-posted reviews
we consider to be representative for this sub-category.
“We knew we had arrived when greeted by Simba (recognisable from the air bnb site) probably
the friendliest, cutest cat you will ever meet” (Peter, September, 2015) … “her cat is sociable
so i I was playing with a her cat.” (Harry, August 2017) “The cats are adorable and very friendly
-- if you love cats, this will basically be Airbnb heaven!” (Norman, May 2015)
Having in mind that the homely feeling tends to be something sought for by the Airbnb brand
community members according to our data, we saw that this is one of the main reasons for
guests to choose Airbnb. Subsequently, when one guest is integrated in the community, he tends
to share the same interests with other community members. Within this process, we identified
that one of those interests is the homely feeling. Thus, this feeling is enhanced by practices like
interacting with pets. When we break down the practice of interacting with pets from the abovegiven examples, we can see as object the knowledge of the hosts to take care of pets. The hosts’
doings in this case can be training, feeding and providing medical care for the pets. The hosts’
meaning is to make their guests happy and to take care of their pets, so they also allow their
pets to interact with strangers, as this is an additional doing by the hosts. From guest perspective,
the object is the same. The guests’ meanings are their personal enjoyment and satisfaction when
interacting with pets and their doings are playing and enjoying. Through the hosts’ knowledge
to take care of their pets, the pets display social behavior and greet and play with the guests.
Thus, the connection in the practice triangle is the following: the hosts’ competences to take
care of their pets applied through their doings to reach their meanings to have a good care of
their pets and make their guests happy. From guest perspective, because of the hosts
competences which are the object, the guest can play and enjoy the company of the pet that
leads to his meaning, which is the overall satisfaction of playing, being greeted by or just
interacting with pets. Additionally, from the last review we can see the explicit preference of
the guest for cats as stating “if you love cats, this will basically be Airbnb heaven!”, which leads
us to that every user defines its own value as every context is different and the value is always
dependent on the context. In this case, we can see that the depicted context (the host’s home) is
“Airbnb heaven” for cat-lovers. The value is co-created as the host’s value proposition and the
guest’s meanings match each other.
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4.4.2 Sharing Authentic Accommodation
The next sub-category categorized as sharing authentic accommodation includes features such
as: design and architecture. In the evaluations of guests in Airbnb accommodations the authors
could often recognize signs of authenticity as the guests address the places as “very local”, “not
a sterile hotel” or being “simple”. Noticeable features in the design are first the hosts’ personal
art and craft that guests find astonishing and unique feature bringing them the sense of
something unique and authentic. As second and third, the cultural and historical value
embedded in the design of the accommodation. As proof of authentic architecture, the authors
identified two good examples from the guests’ online-posted reviews, namely: Hobbit House
and Tree House. Those accommodations are perfect example of authenticity as it is something
you cannot see in your everyday life and most of all they were self-made by the host.
“The tree house is beautiful. Simple, but as close ton [to] nature as you can get. The two small
beds are comfy and every move creates a soft swinging and swaying feeling so your rocked to
sleep while hearing the various sounds nature. We were lucky to be allowed to stay in the Hobbit
House the second night, because it was available. A completely different feeling, being as close
to earth as possible and having a living moss roof protecting you. It was a great night as well.”
… Dennis Bluesberry Woods is a magical place with four different sleeping "houses", a self
made clay sauna , fire places and a garden for self sustaining living. All houses are unique, all
with their very special touch, all built by himself.” (Brian, August 2017)
As a testimonial of sharing an accommodation with authentic design and architecture, we got
this example as a most representative one. Although, we have identified many reviews that are
showing an authentic trait in terms of historical or cultural value, this one we found most
interesting as it is something unique and creative. It expresses its authenticity through the host’s
personal touch in terms of that it is “all built by himself”. As part of the brand community, the
host is performing important activities for the brand’s sake. This means that through his
creativity and skills to build these amazing accommodations he is enhancing the value of the
brand. However, as good as they might be, the accommodations cannot create a value by
themselves if there is no actor to enjoy them or to make use of them. By taking a closer look at
the anatomy of the practice of sharing authentic accommodation, considering the above
illustrated examples, we can see the accommodations, its amenities, garden and the host’s
competences to build and farm as the objects of the practice. The host’s doings are related to
building and farming and his meaning is most likely to provide a unique meaning for his guest.
From guest perspective, the objects are the same. The guest’s doings are related to the utilization
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of the accommodation and the garden. To continue with, some of the guest’s meanings are
explicitly reflected in the review as experiencing “A completely different feeling” or “as close
ton [to] nature as you can get”. It stands to reason that the features of this accommodation with
incorporation of host’s skills to build them are fostering this feeling in the guest. In other words,
it is the object (operant and operand resource) that has effect on the guest’s meanings or values.
However, without the guest’s doings of making use of it, the values cannot emerge. Here it is
worthwhile to mention that the host’s competences to build have a major contribution in the
value creation, as if he was not good at it or he built the accommodation in a different way, is
might not be appreciated by this guest and create value.
4.4.3 Sharing Authentic Knowledge
In the sharing authentic knowledge sub-category authors frequently came across comments of
satisfied guests by the interesting and absorbing stories of hosts about local culture and history
of the region or country. The sharing authentic knowledge happens through communication of
brand community members and it can be presented in the conversation sub-category of practice
of communicating category. However, due the fact that the topics of their conversation included
historical and cultural knowledge, authors decided to elaborate this practice under the practice
of authenticating category.
The importance of the sharing authentic knowledge can be seen through the Henry’s review:
“[We] Had an interesting and engaging talk with Simon and the other guests before we
unfortunately had to check out … I get able to know about Sweden culture from her … I very
much enjoyed our conversations and the time we spent together.” (Henry, August 2018)
Knowing cultural knowledge of a country is not an easy obtained information that can be gained
through only books, but it requires a participation in the society with a deep integration of the
participant in the cultural interactions (Kozinets, 2010). Here, we do not talk about the culture
of the brand community of Airbnb, but the culture of the countries that the Airbnb
accommodation has been situated in. The valuable service that has been identified here is the
exchanging of cultural knowledge through the practice of conversation and/or communication
between host and guest through their physical interactions. This service is provided by the host
who gives (doings) the cultural information by referring to his knowledge (objects/operant
resource) that leads her to the actualization of her meanings that are to familiarize the guest with
the culture of her region. When we look at the guest engagement in the value co-creation, we
can see that Henry is acting upon the cultural knowledge of the host (object/operant resource)
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by performing doings such as listening and/or discussing in order to become familiar with the
culture of Sweden (meanings). Henry as the beneficiary that determines the value is showing
his satisfaction through the review that can be characterized as the evidence of the emergence
of the value that can be also included in meanings of the host. Indeed, exchange of the
information is one of the opportunities that brand community provide for their customers who
can take advantage of it in order to gain knowledge into different subjects which is sometimes
based on their shared institution. To be precise, as this example showed, the nature of that
information that co-creates value is not necessarily related to the brand, but brand community
members can utilize this provided opportunity to discuss about any different subjects depending
on their own shared institutional arrangements and co-create value.
As regards to the fact that always learning can happen, particularly through communication as
well as interaction, it came to the light of our study as well. In this case, the guest learns about
the “history” of the “area” as in the previous example he learned about “Sweden culture”. It has
been frequently mentioned by the guests that is one of the reasons that they rent an
accommodation with presence of host and/or other guests in it. Klara clearly emphasized on
this matter as follow:
“… We learned more about the area, history, and home than we would have if she rented out
the entire home and simply passed on a key to us …” (Klara, June 2016)
4.4.4 Sharing Authentic Food and Drink
With respect to the sharing authentic food and drink sub-category, the authors identified features
such as authentic breakfast, traditional foods and drink and food from domestic animals. It was
regular occurrence for authors to see comments of guests appreciating traditional food such as
‘Swedish cheesecake’ or food that has been provided personally by the host as fish “from the
nearby lake”.
“Homemade breakfast with different types of freshly picked berries from the woods. Definitely
a different experience… and herbal tea made from local plants.” (Aragorn, July 2018)
Within the busy life that a major part of the population has in today’s world, preparing a
homemade food can be considered as something luxurious. Time is a luxury for people today,
especially in the developed countries. People today rely more on fast meals or food from
restaurants. We can see from the example a top that the guest defines this as “Definitely a
different experience” suggesting that a homemade food is not something he has on a daily basis
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but happens to him either rarely or not at all. Moreover, the provided breakfast by the host is
not just homemade, but it is made from completely natural resources “freshly picked berries
from the woods” and “herbal tea made from local plants” which is something that additionally
enhances the value for the guest.
The leading aspect of providing this food which is the object is not the food itself, but it is the
host’s ability to prepare the food and his knowledge regarding where to search for food and
which food can be consumed without any negative effect for the health. This is something
normal since the food picked from “the woods” is not a cultivated food. We decided to take this
example as part of the practice of authenticating as it is not just sharing food, but it is somehow
authentic as it is not a common occurrence and not something you can experience with
traditional accommodation providers. When we take a look at this practice within the practice
triangle, we can identify the objects or resources as the homemade breakfast, the herbal tea and
the host’s competences, the host’s doings are picking up berries and local plants and preparing
the breakfast, his meaning is to make a “different experience” for his guest through the provision
of breakfast. In this practice from the host’s perspective, if the object (the host’s competences
to handle the food) did not align with his doings, the actualization of meaning would be
impossible. For example, if he did not have the knowledge to find and process wild-grown food
such as the berries and tea, his doings might be inappropriate, and he might mistakenly pick
food not suitable for consumption. Consequently, his meaning to make a “different experience”
for his guest would not be achieved. From the guest’s perspective the object is the same as the
breakfast and tea, the guest’s doings are related to the usage of the provided resources and his
meaning is to have “different experience”. Here in order to fulfill his meaning, the guest is
evaluating the object appropriateness through doings. In his final evaluation, he reflects back
the outcome of the practice in the form of review, as his meaning was reached.
4.4.5 Authentic Welcoming
The Last sub-category, authentic welcoming includes aspects like authentic greeting and
generally the sense that hosts in Airbnb occasionally seek to transfer to their guests as depicted
in their reviews as ‘Feeling like Home’ or ‘Home away From Home’. The authors felt that
there is something very traditional in some of the practices of the hosts related to their
hospitality. Something that is more genuine then the formal greeting you can get when you stay
in a hotel or the feeling embedded with your stay. Therefore, this sub-category was included.
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In the following lines two examples from the online-posted reviews will be presented and
elaborated.
Eowyn “is one of the best Airbnb hosts we have met – very kind and spontaneous; she
immediately made us feel at home” … “feels like a place real people live - not a sterile hotel.”
(Arwen, May 2018)
“Dear Eowyn, first of all we would like to thank you for your kindness and patience to wait for
us and to gave us a warm welcome ( in your pajama)as our arrival to your place was after
midnight due to our evening flight from Amsterdam.” (Tauriel, August 2017)
The genuineness of the attitude by hosts towards their guests in the Airbnb brand community is
expressed through their practices, that we noticed are often repeated within the brand
community. The guests have some pre-defined expectancy for something genuine when it
comes to Airbnb. Thus, it has become among the institutional arrangements, values or meanings
for customers of the brand community. It includes both host and the guest, as the host is not
making an effort to conceal her everyday life habits or her home natural form as stated by the
guest from the above-given review “feels like a place real people live – not a sterile hotel”. On
the other hand, these are among the things that create the value for the guest. As they describe
it as “feel at home”. However, this offering or context might not be appreciated by everybody
as everyone has its own understanding of value. Even though, most of the guests within the
brand community might expect some forms of authenticity present in the accommodation or in
the attitude of the host, they recognize only some aspects to be appealing to them in their
evaluation in the online-posted reviews.
Furthermore, as we found in our data, the Airbnb accommodation has been referred as “not a
sterile hotel” and has been represented in different ways by other guests, thus the oppositional
brand loyalty can be found in Airbnb community. Airbnb community members try to show the
meaning of the brand of Airbnb “homely feeling” through opposing to the competing brands
(e.g. hotels), as it can perpetuate the consciousness of kind.
In the second exemplary review we can see that this is the giving of “a warm welcome” in a
“pajama” by host. When we break down the practice of authentic welcoming from the given
examples above, we can define the host’s competences or knowledge and her genuine attitude
of hospitality as objects of the practice, her doings are, greeting and all the activities of
hospitality. Host’s meaning is to make her guest to “feel at home” or to bring her the feeling of
authenticity. In the practice triangle within the anatomy of this practice we can notice similar
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linkage as in our previous sub-category. The object of this practice justifies the appropriateness
of the host’s doings in order to reach his meaning. From the guest perspective the object is the
same, her doings are all the activities that comprise her experience with the object and her
meaning is to have a genuine experience or to “feel at home”. The linkage of the constitutive
elements of the practice from her perspective starts with the evaluation of the object through
her doings in order to fulfill her meaning.

4.5 Intrathematic and Interthematic Interactions
4.5.1 Intrathematic Interactions
Intrathematic interactions refers to the interactions between sub-categories within a category of
practice and as they work together towards the goal of the category, the goal would be fostered.
Also, some categories can overlap with each other as well. For example, practice of sharing is
fostered when sharing accommodation, sharing knowledge and sharing property, sharing
experience and sharing food and drink are combined together. Furthermore, the sub-categories
have connections with each other as well. When we see the process of renting accommodation
in the Airbnb brand community, everything starts from sharing accommodation between
community members (i.e. hosts and guests). Thorough the sharing of accommodation are
fostered the remaining sub-categories that comprise the practice of sharing. This means that
without sharing accommodation, the sharing of knowledge, property, food and drink and
experience are impossible. Thus, sharing of accommodation is a condition for the performance
of the remaining sub-categories of practices. We believe that when all sub-categories are
combined, as the practice of sharing is fostered, the possibility of value co-creation is fostered.
In other words, the value co-creation can be facilitated by the combination of all sub-categories.
In the example below, we can see a combination of some of the sub-categories working together
as it shows the facilitation of the value co-creation, by fostering the goal of the category of
practice of sharing. A positive effect of combination of sharing accommodation, sharing
knowledge (“tips”) and sharing properties (“bike”) by the host that fosters the practice of
sharing led to a positive value formation “made me want to come back” by beneficiary or in
other words value co-creation.
“Elisabete is an amazing host! She is flexible about checkin times, and will happily give you
tips for what to do around Umeå … The place itself was very cozy, with cute art covering the
walls. Very clean apartment, access to a bike for free, and a very comfortable room with all
expected amenities … made me want to come back to Umeå soon!” (Amanda, November 2018)
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Next, we can see in the practice of communicating that this category is fostered when
communicating with host and communicating with other community members are combined.
Further, these sub-categories are dependent on one another and work together to foster the goal
of the category (i.e. communicating). For instance, the communicating with host is a cause for
the communicating with the other community members (i.e. other guests), as if there is no host
to rent out an accommodation suitable for more guests the communicating with other
community members would be impossible. On the contrary, the communicating with other
community members is a consequence of the communicating with host for the same reason.
Also, here, the value co-creation can be facilitated if guest would be able to communicate with
host as well as other guests and take the advantage of their helping.
In the practice of saving, as it became clear we identified two sub-categories, namely: saving
from renting accommodation and saving from food expenses. Here, we can see that saving from
food expenses appears to be a consequence of saving from renting an accommodation, as when
a particular guest first rents an accommodation with the intention to save money, he might
further save from food expenses as well. Thus, saving from renting accommodation can be a
cause for saving from food expenses. Additionally, with a combination of both sub-categories,
the goal of the category which is saving can be reached and the same combination can enhance
or facilitate the value co-creation.
Last but not least, in the last category, practice of authenticating, we can see 5 sub-categories
comprising this category that all can have a relation to each other. Starting from sharing
authentic accommodation, we can see that it can be a condition for the remaining sub-categories
to occur. The same logic can be applied in almost every case. Overall, all these sub-categories
are fostering the goal of this category by bringing a sense of authenticity in a way and
consequently facilitating the co-creation of value.
4.5.2 Interthematic Interactions
Interthematic Interactions refer to the collaborative function of categories to comprise a
phenomenon and to work together as they are overlapping each other around this phenomenon.
In our case we identified four categories of practices and in the line below we will depict their
relations, as well as their dependence on each other in order to function in this particular context
(i.e. the experiences of brand community members in the corporeal world of the brand
community of Airbnb).
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Practice of sharing is a condition for the practice of communicating. It can also be viewed as if
the initial meaning of the guest is to communicate, the practice of communicating can be the
cause for the guest to be involved in the practice of sharing.
Practice of Saving can be the cause for the practice of sharing or a consequence of the latter.
For instance, if the guest initial intention is to get an Airbnb in order to save money then the
practice of saving appears as a cause for the practice of sharing. On the contrary, if the guest
initial strategy is just renting an Airbnb, not because he wants to save money, the practice of
saving is a consequence of the practice of sharing. Overall, those two practices cannot exist
individually in this context. If there is no sharing, there would not be any saving and if there is
no saving there would not be any sharing, at least in this context and in some occasions.
Practice of communicating can be a condition for the practice of authenticating and the practice
of authenticating can be a cause for the practice of communicating. For example, as we already
identified in many instances in our findings, most of the practices of authenticating were
fostered through communication. More specifically, if the host wants to perform a practice of
authenticating such as sharing authentic knowledge, he has to do it through communication.
Practice of authenticating can be a consequence of the practice of saving. For instance, a guest
rents Airbnb accommodation with the intention to save money, but he/she becomes involved in
a practice of authenticating. Thus, in this case it is because of the saving that the guest enjoys
the practice of authenticating, which is an often occurrence in Airbnb.
Overall, all practices work together and overlap each other around a phenomenon (i.e. value cocreation)
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5

Discussion

In this chapter, we review and represent our most significant findings, accompanied with a
further discussion. Moreover, here we presented the limitations of this thesis as well as the
implications for future research.

This netnographic research aim was to explore how value is co-created between brand
community members of Airbnb (between hosts and guests and guests themselves) through their
practices in their experiences within the corporeal world. In order to investigate this, the authors
employed a qualitative method with application of a grounded theory coding. For the problem
to be explored the authors used netnographic archival data extracted from online-posted reviews
of brand community members in Airbnb website. We found the value is co-created though 14
value-creating practices under four major categories, namely: (1) practice of sharing, (2)
practice of communicating, (3) practice of saving, and (4) practice of authenticating.
Among four categories identified, the first category that the authors reveled (i.e. practice of
sharing) constituted by five distinct sub-categories of practices, namely: (1) sharing
accommodation, (2) sharing knowledge, (3) sharing experience, (4) sharing food and drink, and
(5) sharing property. The next category that came to light in our findings is the practice of
communicating. This practice was broken down into two subcategories, namely: (1)
communicating with host, and (2) communicating with other brand community members. As
third of the categories came the practice of saving. Subsequently, the practices that came to light
and comprised this category were two, (1) saving from renting accommodation and (2) saving
from food expenses. Finally, the final fourth category that emerged is the practice of
authenticating. Included in this category were five sub-categories. Starting with (1) interacting
with pets, (2) sharing authentic accommodation, (3) sharing authentic knowledge, (4) sharing
authentic food and drink and ending with (5) authentic welcoming.
Furthermore, we investigated how value is co-created through the abovementioned practices
with application of practice theory and breaking down the practices to their main elements
(objects, doings, and meanings) with looking them through S-D Logic lens. The connections
between those elements was elaborated in order to see how practices function from the inside
and through that value can be co-created. Generally, from the guests’ point of view, the guests
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act upon the objects/resources through their doings with evaluating the appropriateness of the
objects/resources in order to see if it is in line with their institutional arrangements to actualize
their meanings or not. If the objects/resources are in line with their institutional arrangements,
the guests can actualize their meanings and finally the value is determined positively by the
guests (i.e. beneficiaries). If the objects/resources are not in line, usually the value is not
determined positively. Surprisingly, sometimes, when the meanings that the objects/resources
convey are not in line with the institutional arrangements of the guests (i.e. beneficiaries), they
adapt their institutional arrangements to the new meanings that the objects/resources can
convey. Consequently, the guests uniquely create their own value out of that (see sharing
property example). However, in some instances it was indicated that the guests are reluctant to
adapt their institutional arrangements (i.e. meanings) with the different meanings that the
objects/resources convey. Therefore, in this case value cannot be co-created since it is not
actualizing the guests’ meanings (see cultural differences example in sharing accommodation
section). Moreover, in some cases we found that the objects/resources facilitate the proper
performance of doings for the meanings to be actualized (see sharing experience examples).
On the other hand, hosts have an active participation through their practices in the creation of
the value. Generally, they act upon the objects/resources through their doings in order to make
the objects/resources in line with their guests’ institutional arrangements (i.e. meanings) to
actualize their own meanings (e.g. mostly satisfying their guests from their experiences) (see
the example of welcoming in the practice of communicating). However, when the host does not
consider the institutional arrangements of the guest - through his value proposition – that is
attached to his/her culture, the value cannot be co-created, since the beneficiary (i.e. the guest)
does not determine the value positively (see cultural differences example in sharing
accommodation section).
As it was mentioned, the authors found that sometimes different standards in terms of culture
can be influential in the determination of value by the beneficiary (i.e. guest). It turned out that
cultural differences can make a major difference as the guest was expecting standards close to
his/her culture. In other words, his/her meanings or institutional arrangements were defined
according to the culture of his/her country and affected the value co-creation.
Furthermore, we found an evidence that subjective meanings play a significant role in the value
determination by the beneficiary (i.e. guest) in the brand community of Airbnb as well. (see the
sharing property example).
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Going forth with the discussion of our findings we identified an important feature that is
occurring under the practice of saving category. More specifically, it is the price and its
importance of every value proposition in the brand community of Airbnb, which makes it
something common in terms of understandings, values or expectations related to the brand
community and the value propositions themselves in some countries. Consequently, the price
of the offering (i.e. accommodation, food, etc.) is adopted as part of the institutional
arrangements related to the Airbnb accommodations in some countries. As both actors are
involved in the value creation in this practice, for value to be co-created they need to
synchronize their meanings with the institutional arrangements of the brand community
common to the country or city where they rent the Airbnb.
Interestingly, we revealed that the Airbnb community members are involved in a network of
providers that they interact with one another to co-create value and form a unique value
proposition for each other through appropriation of many objects/resources (see the
communicating with other members of the brand community section). This network can be seen
when one guest (i.e. beneficiary) can benefit from the helps of another guest (i.e. provider) in a
shared accommodation of a host (another provider) who used the Airbnb platform (another
provider).
Furthermore, we found that interacting with pets is one important reason for guests to choose
Airbnb since it brings a specific homely feeling or atmosphere one can only see in homely
environment, which brings the sense of authenticity. In addition, the unique arrangement of
resources in every accommodation can be a further reason for brand community members to
co-create value. As for some guests, having pets in the accommodation can facilitate the value
co-creation for others might not.
We also discovered that brand community members of Airbnb can bring new values to the
brand by embedding their creativity and skills in hand-craft and personal touch to create and
improve their value proposition for the guests in order to facilitate value co-creation.
Through our investigation of Airbnb community, among the practices of brand community
members, we found brand community markers that were identified as facilitators of the value
co-creation for the community members. For instance, brand community of Airbnb can be
characterized as an open community which embrace the other communities which are not
considered as competitors of the brand. Therefore, integration of other communities as an
appropriate fit into a brand community can lead to a unique value proposition that its value
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would be determined by the guest (i.e. beneficiary) positively. More specifically, the integration
of a brand community member by other community members to another community with
different function can facilitate the co-creation of value.
As we have encountered numerous times among the data in the process of data interpretation,
we found that additional services such as the provision of food and drink by hosts has become
part of the institutional arrangements that both parties refer to the brand community of Airbnb.
Subsequently, both parties involved in the practice of sharing food and drink are referring their
meanings with the institutional arrangements amassed surrounding the community. As the hosts
are trying to provide it and the guests are expecting the provision of this service. This practice
can also be attached to the brand community marker called the rituals and traditions. We argue
that if brand community members stick to the rituals and traditions of the community a value
can be co-created easily. It can be understood that these rituals and traditions are centered on
the shared consumption experiences of the community members through the usage of the brand.
It should be mentioned that the meaning of the brand that has been reproduced by the
community members can be enhanced by their constant interaction. For instance, the sharing
practices has become the culture of the community and it can perpetuate the consciousness of
kind.
As it became clear from our interpretation lending personal property in Airbnb community can
be attached to one important marker of brand communities, namely: the consciousness of kind.
This marker states that inside the community members feel closer to each other, than in normal
circumstances. We advocate, that this closeness they have toward each other fosters the
provision of services that occurs through the community members’ practices, and it is hard to
be replicated in other service ecosystems, therefore creating additional value for both actors.
Thus, we argue that the consciousness of kind can facilitate the value that is co-created through
the practices of community members.
Another brand community marker that matched with the practices of brand community
members in Airbnb brand community within the corporeal world is the moral responsibility
they have toward each other. In the case of our study it appears in the form of performance of
help services between brand community members. In some occasions this service can appear
and be related to non-brand resources. However, the service itself is performed in the brand
community and improves the chance of brand community members to co-create value through
their practices.
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We found legitimacy as a quality of consciousness of kind as an important marker of brand
community of Airbnb that can facilitate the value co-creation through the practices of the
community members. As a host in community treat as a true member of the community through
his/her practices, he/she facilitate the value to be positively determined by the guest since the
guest feel the host is using the brand for the right reason (see extending the relationship through
communicating section).
Although it was not the focus of our study, but the markers of brand communities came to the
light of our findings, since they were found as facilitators of the value-creating practices. Muniz
and O’Guinn (2001) referred to a rich and lengthy history of brands as one important quality of
brand communities. We argue that Airbnb can be known as a brand community without having
a rich and lengthy history since we found the signs of the three main markers of brand
communities such as consciousness of kind, rituals and traditions, and moral responsibility in
the community. However, it should be mentioned that Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) found the
helping of brand community members towards each other surrounding the brand-related
resources. We argue that the brand community members of Airbnb help each other regarding
the non-related resources as well, although the helps still happen within the brand community.
Eventually, we claim that Airbnb can be viewed as a brand community in the value co-creation
literature for further studies with attaching a call for further investigation of the validity of our
claim.
It is important to mention the study of Schau, et al., (2009) who investigated the process of
collective value creation inside the brand communities. Since they focused on both corporeal
and digital world, their findings differ from our findings. However, in our findings, we can see
some signs of one value-creating practices, namely, social networking practices, that they
found. Although there are some similarities in this aspect, due to the fact that the focus of our
study was in experiences of Airbnb community members in only corporeal world, it leads our
findings to be different from their findings in other aspects. Also, another reason for this
difference is the fact that the Airbnb community differs in terms of the brand’s offering from
the brand communities that they investigated.
Among the studies that came closer to our own and addressed Airbnb in the value co-creation
literature are the studies of Johnson and Neuhofer (2017) as well as Camilleri and Neuhofer
(2017). Johnson and Neuhofer (2017) created a theoretical framework of value co-creation in
Airbnb without considering Airbnb as a brand community and application of practice theory.
In fact, there are some similarities in our findings with their findings. They focused on the three
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elements of value co-creation (i.e. resources, practices and outcomes) while we only focused
on the practice element of value co-creation with incorporation of practice theory. This
difference led us to find out how the elements of the practices of both actors work together in
order to facilitate the co-creation of value. Furthermore, they could not come up with the
categories of consumption practices that work together to co-create value. The reason behind
that could be the differences between our analysis technique and theirs as well, since they used
a content analysis, but we applied a grounded theory coding. In terms of the fact that they did
not look at Airbnb as a brand community, they also took the local community into account,
however, we looked at the value co-creation only between brand community members. Finally,
since in their study there was no division between digital and corporeal world, they focused on
both. On the contrary we focused only on the value-creating practices of the community
members in their experiences within the corporeal world.
In addition, when we look at the study of Camilleri and Neuhofer (2017), we can again see they
took the both corporeal and digital world into the consideration. It also made some differences
in our findings and theirs. Although there are some similarities between our findings, such as
welcoming, helping and interacting that they came up with, but they could not find the higher
abstraction of the practices that we found. Moreover, they did not indicate the connection
between the value-creating practices as we showed how they work together to co-create value.
It is worthwhile to mention that they recommended a more in-depth investigation of their study
through ethnographic approach. But due to the importance of Airbnb as an online platform that
could gave us a fruitful field for data collection, we found netnographic approach more
appropriate to investigate this phenomenon.

5.1 Limitations and Implications for Future Research
In this section we will present you the limitations of this study as well as implications for further
research.
First, it is worthwhile to mention that our research as “an exploratory research does not provide
a conclusive evidence” (Babin & Zikmund, 2016, p. 54). Therefore, we conduct this research
with a call or expectation of a certain need for more research in order to provide “conclusive
evidence”.
Second, as we utilized qualitative method to conduct this study, generalizability of the results
is not possible. Thus, we believe that conducting a quantitative study can provide
generalizability of the results.
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Third, due to time constraints we did not used a variety of data collection techniques and we
only used archival data from online-posted reviews in Airbnb website. Thus, we believe that
we could not gain the full breadth of the phenomenon (i.e. value co-creation in the brand
community of Airbnb). We also believe this study has the potential to be a longitudinal study,
while adopting different data collection methods.
Fourth, since we only focused on exploring how value can be co-created through practices of
Airbnb community members in the corporeal world, a further study can consider the value cocreation with a focus on only digital world with taking Airbnb into account as a brand
community.
Fifth and last, since among the elements of value co-creation we focused only on practices, a
further study can consider taking the resources (i.e. operand and operant) and the subsequent
value outcomes into consideration while looking at Airbnb as a brand community.
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6

Conclusion

In this final chapter we gave a concise answer to our research question. In addition, we
presented the theoretical implications and closed the chapter with managerial implications.

In this research we achieved the aim of understanding how value is co-created between brand
community members of Airbnb (between hosts and guests and guests themselves) through their
practices in their experiences within the corporeal world. First, we identified 14 sub-categories
of value-creating practices that emerged under four major categories, namely: practice of
sharing, practice of communicating, practice of saving, and practice of authenticating.
Further, while looking at the value co-creation in Airbnb brand community through the brand
community members’ practices, we looked at the phenomenon through the lens of S-D logic
while dissecting the practices to their main constitutive elements (i.e. object, doing, meaning).
With doing this we identified some general connections between the elements of the practices
that helped us to understand how value is co-created. For instance, from the guests’ point of
view, the guests act upon the objects/resources through their doings with evaluating the
appropriateness of the objects/resources in order to see if it is in line with their institutional
arrangements to actualize their meanings or not. Moreover, in some cases we found that the
objects/resources facilitate the proper performance of doings for the meanings to be actualized.
From host’s perspective, hosts act upon the objects/resources through their doings in order to
make the objects/resources in line with their guests’ institutional arrangements (i.e. meanings)
to actualize their own meanings (e.g. mostly satisfying their guests from their experiences).
Additionally, some further aspects need to be mentioned. For instance, the authors found that
sometimes different standards in terms of culture and the subjective meanings play a significant
role in the value determination by the beneficiary (i.e. guest) in the brand community of Airbnb.
Further, as we identified the importance of the price to the institutional arrangements of brand
community members towards the community, we found that for value to be co-created they
need to synchronize their meanings with the institutional arrangements of the brand community
common to the country or city where they rent the Airbnb.
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Interestingly, we revealed that the Airbnb community members are involved in a network of
providers that they interact with one another to co-create value and form a unique value
proposition for each other through appropriation of many objects/resources. In addition, the
unique arrangement of resources in every accommodation can be a further reason for brand
community members to co-create value.
Through our investigation of Airbnb community, among the practices of brand community
members, we found brand community markers that were identified as facilitators of the value
co-creation for the community members. For instance, we identified the rituals and traditions
brand community marker present in some of the practices. Further, we argue that if brand
community members stick to the rituals and traditions of the community value can be co-created
easily. Another brand community marker that came to light in the practices of community
members is the consciousness of kind. Consciousness of kind and legitimacy which is a quality
of it, can facilitate the value that is co-created through the practices of community members.
One more marker that can improve the chance of brand community members to co-create value
through their practices we found to be the moral responsibility that Airbnb community members
have towards each other.

6.1 Theoretical Implications
The first theoretical implication that we have is related to the notion of brand community. Since
Airbnb has never been viewed as a brand community in value co-creation studies in the
academic literature, we believe that this study might enrich the value co-creation and brand
community literature with bringing a new insight toward seeing the value co-creation in Airbnb
context. With finding the markers of the brand communities in Airbnb, we can assert that a
brand community can be made around brands without having a lengthy and rich history. It is
worthwhile to mention that to the best of our knowledge we were the first to attach the three
major markers associated with brand communities represent by Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) to
the practices of Airbnb community members and indicate their ability to foster the value cocreation in the Airbnb community.
Even though some previous studies have looked at the value co-creation practices in Airbnb, so
far and to the best knowledge of the authors no study has provided so in-depth and exhaustive
picture of practices though which a value can be co-created. Moreover, no study has shown the
connections between practices and how they work together in order to foster the overall value
co-creation in the Airbnb brand community within the corporeal world.
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6.2 Managerial Implications
By making this study possible, we are hoping that it might be valuable in several instances.
First, as we are looking at the value co-creation in Airbnb brand community through the
practices of its community members, this suggests that we have adopted a customer-to-customer
perspective to look at the phenomenon of value co-creation in Airbnb brand community, in
corporeal world. Thus, we believe that the findings of our study might aid customers of Airbnb,
hosts in particular to build better value propositions, by gaining a better understanding of the
guests’ needs. On the other hand, guests or newcomers in the brand community might be
acquainted with the values and norms that brand community members relate to the Airbnb brand
community. Consequently, this might help them foster their demands and expectations towards
the services of the brand.
Second, companies in alternative hospitality services such as Airbnb, might gain valuable
insight in how to provide suitable conditions for their community members to interact and cocreate value. Moreover, by gaining a better understanding of the norms and values of
community members related to the community, this might help brands providing alternative
hospitality services (such as Airbnb), to build better marketing strategies to back up their brand
communities. It is also possible for the traditional hospitality service sector to be inspired by
our findings to generate better offers and conditions for their customers to co-create value.
Third, we sincerely believe that the findings of this study might be of great worth to
entrepreneurs ready to invest in hospitality services, to run their own businesses. For instance,
they can preserve or foster the authenticity in their offerings.
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Appendix A: Value Co-Creating Practices

Category

Description

Component
(subcategories)

Obejcts
(resources)

Doings

Meanings Example
(value)

Practice of
Sharing

It includes the
practices that brand
community members
tend to share their
tangible and
intangible resources
with other brand
community members
in order to co-create
value through their
practices within their
experiences.

Sharing
Accommodation

Accommodation’s
location

(H) Picking or
choosing and
buying as well as
offering an
accommodation
with a good
location in terms of
accessibility
(G) Walking,
taking the train,
visiting those
facilities, reaching
to those means of
transportation

(H) The
facilitation of
convenience to
the guest
(G) The easy
access to both
public facilities
and
transportation

“Sonia's flat is in a
great location near
Hornstull Metro (1
block walk), and
within a 3-minute
walk there were
many great cafes,
bars, restaurants, as
well as the water and
trails. You could take
the train anywhere,
but it was just a ~10
minute walk to the
heart of Sodermalm.
It's on the ground
floor for easy access,
and very quiet.”
(David, October
2018)

Sharing
Knowledge
Sharing
Experience

See practice of
authenticating
Fishing rod, the raft
and the knowledge
and competences of
the host and other
brand community
members for
fishing and
navigating a raft

n/a

n/a

n/a

(H) The
provision of
great experience
(G) Overall
satisfaction from
the experience

“They took me out
on the raft on the lake
which was
breathtaking ... We
fished on the lake
too.” (Jane, August
2017)

Sharing Food and
Drink

The different foods
for breakfast,
coffee, tea and the
host’s competences
to prepare them

(H) “taking out”
the guest and all
the minor activities
that has to do with
navigating a raft
and fishing, like
rowing in boating
and launching the
baits in fishing.
(G) Going on the
raft and fishing on
the lake
(H) Preparation of
the breakfast and
drinks and all the
activities that
might be included
in it, like cutting,
toasting, boiling
water and so forth
(G) The
consumption of
these foods and
drinks provided by
the host

(H) To provide
the comfortable
and relaxing
stay that the
guest seeks and
to be a
hospitable host
in general
(G)
“comfortable
relaxing
staying”

“She prepared coffee
for us every morning
and we could have
what we wanted for
breakfast.” (Leo,
May 2018).; “I very
much appreciated the
toast with butter, jam,
peanut butter and
nutella––as well as
milk and tea––he
made available for
breakfast.” (Kian,
July 2018).; “He
prepared everything
for comfortable
relaxing staying breakfast, coffee,
etc.” (Teo, November
2016)

Sharing Property

“bookshelf of
books” and “maps
and printed
information about
places to visit”

(H) Provision of
books, maps,
instructions
(G) Utilizing
“books” and “maps
and printed
information”

(H) To be
accommodating
and helpful
(G) Practicing
her language
skills.

“she has a bookshelf
of books in Swedish
just in case you want
to practice your
language skills.”
(Elena, March
2019).; “He gave us a
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Practice of
Communicating

The practice of
communicating is
comprised of those
practices that brand
community members
absolutely have a
communication with
each other, through
their physical
interaction.

(G) He can
easily navigate
through the city

map and printed
information about
places to visit in
Malmo.” (Patricia,
August 2017)

Communicating
with Host
(1) Welcoming

(1) Food, host’s
competences to
prepare food
considering guest’s
preferences
(allergies)

(1) (H) Providing
food
(1) (G) Having
food

(1) (H) Caring
for his guest and
making an
amazing
experience for
him
(1) (G) The
quality of the
care that she
was provided
with

(1) “AWESOME ! …
When we arrived he
asked what do we
want to eat or if we
are allergic to
something and in the
morning when we
woke up, breakfast
was ready… it was
an amazing
experience,
exceeding my
expectations…”
(Anna, February
2018).

(2) Helping

(2) Information
about the city;
directions

(2) (H) Providing
information and
directions (city)
(2) (G) Obtaining
information and
directions (city)

(2) (H) Facilitate
the guests in
navigating
through the city
(service) and
satisfy the
guests and make
a great stay for
them
(2) (G)
Enriching their
knowledge
about the
sightseeing
locations and
directions to get
there

(2) Oskar and
Martina “were super
helpful, they let me
know everything I
needed regarding
how to get there and
were there if I had
any further questions
as well! ... I was also
able to use her bike
which was a great
way to move around
Umea… Before I left
he gave me a lot of
tips regarding where
should I go and what
should I visit and that
I could take my time
to prepare in order
not to hurry to leave
and be relaxed.”
(William, June 2017)

(3) Conversation

See sharing
authentic
knowledge subcategory

n/a

n/a

n/a

(4) Sharing
experience

(4) Fishing rod, the
raft and the
knowledge and
competences of the
host and other
brand community
members for
fishing and
navigating a raft

(4) (H) “taking
out” the guest and
all the minor
activities that has
to do with
navigating a raft
and fishing, like
rowing in boating
and launching the
baits in fishing.
(G) Going on the
raft and fishing on
the lake

(4) (H) The
provision of
great experience
(G) Overall
satisfaction from
the experience

(4) “They took me
out on the raft on the
lake which was
breathtaking ... We
fished on the lake
too.” (Jane, August
2017)
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(5) Extending the
relationship through
communicating

(6) Community
within brand
community

(5) Host’s
personality traits
(competences),
friendliness

(5) (H) Presenting
his competences
through his
interaction
(G) Interacting

(5) (H) Being as
welcoming as
possible in order
to make an
excellent stay
for his guest
(G) Having a
good stay

(5) “This place is the
best I've ever seen on
this planet. I miss
Tom and his friends
as much as it is
possible. They
became my brothers
and sisters and this
place actually
became home for
me)… I think they
are not people who
do airbnb for
monney, they do it
because they love to
communicate and
share. It was like if I
was visiting a friend
in his house … It
keeps you thinking
about coming back
constantly. And I
definitely will.”
(Jordan, August
2014)

(6) The knowledge
of the host
regarding the
integration of other
communities as an
appropriate fit into
the brand
community of
Airbnb

(6) (H) Making
“open kitchen
community” and
inviting the guests
to that
(G) Participation in
the open kitchen
community
through working in
the farm

(6) (H)
Satisfaction of
the guests
through the
making a unique
experience
(G) enjoying
from being in
the “communal
meal” and get
food

(6) “It's a nice place.
I loved the open
kitchen community.
Way they lived was
so interesting there is
a lot to learn. When I
arrived Johan and
Isabella weren't there,
although some of the
volunteers kindly
showed me to my
room. This is a truly
unique place to stay
… the community is
incredibly friendly
and it's such a
beautiful area of
Sweden … While we
were there you could
also pitch in money
or work on the farm
to participate in
communal meals …
Another thing to
mention are people.
I've never met so
many fabulous
individualities in one
place together.
Musicians,
photographers, artists
and simply amazing
persons … I'm so
glad that this was a
part of my trip and
only wish I had more
time here, it's super
close to a beautiful
lake, Forrest and
there are so many
areas to relax and
make friends…”
(David, August 2017)
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Communicating
with Other Brand
Community
Members
(1) Conversation

(1) Competences
and the knowledge
of guests

(1) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Sharing knowledge
through their
conversation
(Guest2-providerbeneficiary)
Sharing knowledge
through their
conversation

(2) Sharing
Experience

(2) Farm, open
kitchen,
competences to
farm

(2) (Guest1providerbeneficiary) All
activities in the
farming
(Guest2-providerbeneficiary) All
activities in the
farming

(3) The knowledge
of the guest
regarding
accommodation

(3) (Guestprovider) Showing
the room to the
new guest
(Guestbeneficiary)
Following the
guest-provider,
walking

(4)Accommodation,
open kitchen, farm

(4) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Cooking, farming,
eating, talking
(Guest2-providerbeneficiary)
Cooking, farming,
eating, talking

(3) Helping

(4) Community
within Brand
Community
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(1) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Having a good
conversation
and experience
(Guests2providerbeneficiary)
Having a good
conversation
and experience

(2) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Having a great
shared
experience
(Guest2providerbeneficiary)
Having a great
shared
experience
(3) (Guestprovider)
Providing
convenience to
new guest with
helping
(Guestbeneficiary)
Having a
convenient
check-in

(4) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Satisfaction
from the
company of
other
community
members
(Guest2providerbeneficiary)
Satisfaction
from the
company of
other
community
members

(1) “[We] Had an
interesting and
engaging talk with
Simon and the other
guests before we
unfortunately had to
check out”

(2,3,4,5) “It's a nice
place. I loved the
open kitchen
community. Way
they lived was so
interesting there is a
lot to learn. When I
arrived Johan and
Isabella weren't there,
although some of the
volunteers kindly
showed me to my
room. This is a truly
unique place to stay
… the community is
incredibly friendly
and it's such a
beautiful area of
Sweden … While we
were there you could
also pitch in money
or work on the farm
to participate in
communal meals …
Another thing to
mention are people.
I've never met so
many fabulous
individualities in one
place together.
Musicians,
photographers, artists
and simply amazing
persons … I'm so
glad that this was a
part of my trip and
only wish I had more
time here, it's super
close to a beautiful
lake, Forrest and
there are so many
areas to relax and
make friends…”
(David, August 2017)

(5) Extending the
relationship through
communicating

Practice of
Saving

Practice of
Authenticating

(5) Common
interest

(5) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
Being open to
extend a
relationship
(Guest2-providerbeneficiary) Being
open to extend a
relationship

The practice of saving
refers to the practices
that enable the brand
community members
to save money from
expenses related to
accommodation and
food

Saving from
Renting
Accommodation

Accommodations

(H) Reducing his
expenses
(G) Searching and
picking for cheaper
accommodation

Saving from Food
Expenses

Healthy Food

(H) Reducing his
expenses
(G) Finding an
accommodation
that offers food
cheaply

Within this category
we summarized the
accommodating
practices that carry a
sense of authenticity.
Practice of
authenticating
comprise those
practices that bring a
feeling of authenticity
or genuineness to an
object or context
which are generally
related to hospitality
in our study.

Interacting with
Pets

Knowledge of the
hosts to take care of
pets

(H) Training,
feeding and
providing medical
care for the pets,
allowing their pets
to interact with
strangers
(G) Playing and
enjoying

Sharing Authentic
Accommodation

Accommodations,
its amenities,
garden and the
host’s competences
to build and farm

(H) Building and
farming
(G) The utilization
of the
accommodation
and the garden,
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(5) (Guest1providerbeneficiary)
To have a new
friend according
to their interest
(Guest2providerbeneficiary)
To have a new
friend according
to their interest
(H) Providing an
accommodation
at an “affordable
price”
(G) Getting a
cheaper
accommodation
(H) Providing an
offering (healthy
food) at an
“affordable
price”
(G) Getting a
cheaper offering
(healthy food)
(H) Making
their guests
happy and to
take care of their
pets
(G) Their
personal
enjoyment and
satisfaction
when interacting
with pets

(H) To provide a
unique meaning
for his guest.
(G)
Experiencing “A
completely
different
feeling” or “as
close ton [to]
nature as you
can get”

“A good
accommodation at a
good price that has
everything you need!
... Great value for
money.”
“They also provided
me with nice healthy
food with an
affordable price.”

“We knew we had
arrived when greeted
by Simba
(recognisable from
the air bnb site)
probably the
friendliest, cutest cat
you will ever meet”
(Peter, September
2015) … “her cat is
sociable so i I was
playing with a her
cat.” (Harry, August
2017) “The cats are
adorable and very
friendly -- if you love
cats, this will
basically be Airbnb
heaven!” (Norman,
May 2015)
“The tree house is
beautiful. Simple, but
as close ton [to]
nature as you can get.
The two small beds
are comfy and every
move creates a soft
swinging and
swaying feeling so
your rocked to sleep
while hearing the
various sounds
nature. We were
lucky to be allowed
to stay in the Hobbit
House the second
night, because it was
available. A
completely different
feeling, being as
close to earth as
possible and having a
living moss roof
protecting you. It was
a great night as well.”
… Dennis Bluesberry
Woods is a magical

place with four
different sleeping
"houses", a self made
clay sauna , fire
places and a garden
for self sustaining
living. All houses are
unique, all with their
very special touch, all
built by himself.”
(Brian, August 2017)

Sharing Authentic
Knowledge

Knowledge of the
host about the
culture of the area

(H) Giving and all
the activities
included in the
sharing knowledge
such as “talk” and
“conversations”
(G) Listening
and/or discussing

(H)Familiarizing
the guest with
the culture of
her region and
satisfying her
gust
(G) Become
familiar with the
culture of
Sweden and
enjoy spending
time with host

“[We] Had an
interesting and
engaging talk with
Simon and the other
guests before we
unfortunately had to
check out … I get
able to know about
Sweden culture from
her … I very much
enjoyed our
conversations and the
time we spent
together.” (Henry,
August 2018)

Sharing Authentic
Food and Drink

Homemade
breakfast, the
herbal tea and the
host’s competences

(H) Picking up
berries and local
plants and
preparing the
breakfast
(G) Usage of the
provided food and
drink through
activities such as
eating, drinking
and so forth.

“Homemade
breakfast with
different types of
freshly picked berries
from the woods.
Definitely a different
experience… and
herbal tea made from
local plants.”
(Aragorn, July 2018)

Authentic
Welcoming

Host’s competences
or knowledge and
her genuine attitude
of hospitality

(H) Greeting and
all the activities of
hospitality
(G) All the
activities that
comprise the guest
experience with
the object

(H) Making a
“different
experience” for
his guest
through the
provision of
breakfast
(G) Having
“different
experience” and
satisfying his
need for food
and drink
(H) making her
guest to “feel at
home” or to
bring her the
feeling of
authenticity
(G) Having a
genuine
experience or to
“feel at home”
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Eowyn “is one of the
best Airbnb hosts we
have met – very kind
and spontaneous; she
immediately made us
feel at home” …
“feels like a place
real people live - not
a sterile hotel.”
(Arwen, May 2018)
“Dear Eowyn, first of
all we would like to
thank you for your
kindness and patience
to wait for us and to
gave us a warm
welcome ( in your
pajama)as our arrival
to your place was
after midnight due to
our evening flight
from Amsterdam.”
(Tauriel, August
2017)

Appendix B: Practice of Sharing
Accessability to
Accommodation and
Transportation

Close To Natural Features
Location
Safety

View

Safety

Quietness
Sharing Accommodation

Facilities/Amenities

Cleanness

Comfort
Cultural Design
Coziness
Historical Design
Design

Authentic Design
Self-made

Tips
Personal Touch
Sharing Knowledge

Directions

Authentic Information

Boating

Fishing
Practice Of Sharing
Sharing Experience

Drinking

Farming

Conversation

Healthy Food

Breakfast/Authentic
Breakfast

Sharing Food and Drink

Wine

Coffee and Tea

Authentic Drink

Maps

Sharing Property

Bikes

Books
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Cultural Knowledge

Appendix C: Practice of Communicating
Time-Flexibility- Check-in

Welcoming

Greeting

Additional Services

Caring

Authentic Greeting

Providing Privacy

Information(City)

Directions and
Instructions
Sharing Knowledge
Tips

Rules/Instructions
(accommodation)

Maps
Helping
Sharing Property
BIkes

Keeping The Guest
Luggage

Communicating with Host

Additional Services

Washing Clothes

Sharing Cultural
Knowledge

Giving Ride

Conversation
Language Barriers

Boating

Fishing

Drinking

Practice Of
Communicating

Sharing Experience

Farming

Extending The
Relationship through
communicating (Friends)

Exploring City

Community within Brand
Community

Walking

Eating

Drinking
Conversation
Boating
Sharing Experience
Farming

Cooking
Communicating With
Other Brand Community
Members (Guests)
Tips
Helping
Greeting
Community within Brand
Community
Extending the Relationship
through communicating
(Friends)
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Showing The room to
Guest

Appendix D: Practice of Saving

Great Value For
Money
Saving From Renting
Accommodation
Practice Of Saving

Good Price Range

Affordable Price
Saving From Food
Expenses
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Affordable Price

Appendix E: Practice of Authenticating

Host's Art and Craft

Design

Culture

Interacting With Pets

History

Sharing Authentic
Accommodation

Hobbit House
Architechture
Tree House
Cultural Knowledge

Authentic Accommodating
Practices

Sharing Authentic
Knowledge
Historical Knowledge

Authentic Breakfast

Sharing Authentic Food And
Drink

Traditional Food and Drink

Food From Domestic
Animals

Authentic Welcoming

Greeting
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